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AGREEMENT
between
CANTON CENTRAL SCHOOL TEACHERS' ASSOCIAT,ION
and
CANTON CENTRAL SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
PREAMBLE
In order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967 (Public Employees'
Fair Employment Act), to encourage and increase effective and harmonious working relationships
between the Canton Central School Superintendent (hereinafter referred to as the "superintendent,),
and professional employees represented by the Canton Central Teachers'Association (hereinafter
referred to as the "Association'), and to enable the professional employees more fully to participate in
and contribute to the development of policies affecting terms and conditions of employment in the
School District so that the cause of public education may best be served in Canton, New York,
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO on the day of
20_,by and between the Superintendent and the Association.
RECOGNITION OF UNIT
The Canton Central School District, having determined that the Canton Central Teachers'
Association is supported by a majority of the members in a unit composed of all professional,
certificated and/or licensed personnel except the Superintendent of Schools, his/her Assistant, and
members of the Canton Central Administrators'Association, recognizes the Canton Central Teachers'
Association as the exclusive negotiating agent for the personnel in such unit. Such recognition shall be
for the maximum period provided by law.
The Superintendent agrees not to negotiate with any organization representing teachers,
teaching assistants and nurses other than the Association for the duration of this Agreement.
This recognition constitutes an agreement between the Superintendent and the Association to
reach a mutual understanding regarding matters related to terms and conditions of employment. The
Superintendent and the Association recognize thatthey operate in accordance with all statutory
provisions of the State, and such other rules and regulations as are promulgated by the Commissioner
of Education in accordance with such statutes.
C.
teaching assistant in the Canton Central School District to teaching assistants who may have
experienced a break in service
If a unit member was credited with fewer years of experience than he/she had actually worked
at time of hire, the following shall apply:
I At the completion of ten (10) years of service with the Canton Central School District,
he/she shall be credited with one-half of the additional years he/she worked.
At the completion of fifteen (15) years of service with the Canton Central School
District, he/she shall be creditcd with the other half of the additional years he/she
worked.
3. For purposes of calculating the credit for additional years worked, the following shall
apply: if the unit member worked an odd number of additional years which when
divided in half results in a .5 situation, the credit shall be rounded upwards.
4. Experience which will be credited shall include service in public, private, in-state and
out-of-state preK-12 schools, and accredited colleges. Part-time service shall be pro-
rated for this additional credit.
If a candidate has onè-half year of valid experience, that one-half year will be granted
recognition as a full year at the time the unit member is either placed on tenure, or in the case
of nurses, after successful completion of three (3) years of service.
After the school calendar has been established, if it appears that two full bi-weekly paychecks
cannot be issued in September without paying in advance, a þayroll schedule shall be
established that will provide two paychecks in September. This may be accomplished by
issuing a full check and a paitial check, dividing the annual salary by 22 or 27 rathq than 21 or
26, or any other solution which best fits the situation. This provision, if invoked, shall
supersede paragraph A.
ARTICLE II - PAYROL
Dues - The unit member may have the option of choosing to have dues withheld in equal, or
nearly equal, payments beginning in September and ending in December or in June from
his/her bi-weekly pay.
Retirement Slrstem Loan - Payroll deductions afe authorized for loans granted to unit members
by the Retirement System.
Other Group Insurance - It is agreed that the District will provide payroll deduction services for
unit members so that they may participate in various group insurance plans.
Direct Deposit - Unit members shall have the option of direct deposit of their paychecks. In
coordination with the business office, unit members may select a mutually agreed upon
financial institution.
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PROCEDURES FOR NEGOTIATION
Upon a request by either party for a meeting to open negotiations, a mutually acceptable
meeting date shall be set. All issues proposed for discussion shall be submitted in writing by the
Association and the Superintendent at the frrst meeting. The second and all necessary subsequent
meetings shall be called at times mutually agreed upon by the parties.
It is contemplated that this Agreement shall remain in effect until altered by mutual agreement
in writing between the parties. General working conditions not specifically contained in the
Agreement will be maintained at the standard currently in effect when this Agreement is reached.
Change in the general working conditions will not be made without prior negotiation with the
Association. Nothing in this paragraph shall be deemed to restrict the prerogativès of the District in
changing the size of the staff. Whenever possible, the District will make any,necessary staff reductions
by attrition
INTRODUCTION
This Agreement, made this 
_ 
day of 20_, between the Superintendent of
Canton Central School District, St. Lawrence County, New York, hereinafter referred to as the party of
the first part, and Canton Central School Teachers' Association, Canton, New York, party of the
second part.
WHEREAS, Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967 (PublicEmployees'Fair Employment Act)
provides that the party of the f,rrst part and the party of the second part shall negotiate to reach a mutual
understanding regarding mattÞrs relating to terms and conditions of employment, and
WHEREAS, the party of the f,rrst part has recognizedtheparty of the second part as the
exclusive negotiating agent for the unit composed of all professional, certificated and/or licensed
personnel except the Superintendent of Schools, hislher Assistant, and the Canton Central
Administrators' Association, and
WHEREAS, after due negotiation, mutual agreement has been rçached as to the following
matters relating to terms and conditions of employment.
Now, therefore, it is mutually agreed between the parties:
ARTICLEITSALARYPA
Each unit member shall have the option of receiving his/her salary bi-weekly in 2l equal
payments or in26 payments with the last payment made up of the balance of salary due (large
June check).
The Superintendent may grant up to two years of military credit and up to a total of fifteen (15)
years of teaching ànd nursing experience, depending on the qualifications of the candidate. The
Superintendent may also grant up to frfteen (15) years of experience for service credited as a
A.
B
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E Section 125 Flexible Beneht Plan - The District shall make a flexible spending plan available
(pursuant to the IRS regulations) to unit member(s). The flexible spending plan may be utilized
for premium payments, dependent care and/or unreimbursed medical expenses. The plan shall
be administered by a third party administrator mutually agreeable to the parties. The plan's
operating procedures shall be jointly determined by the parties.
No payroll deduction will be made unless the unit member has submitted a written, signed
payroll or dues deduction card.
If a unit member leaves District employment during the year, any and all District liability for
deductions shall terminate with the unit member's last paycheck.
The Association agrees to save and hold harmlêss the District for any and all damages and
liabilities, including litigation expenses, which may arise as a result of making dues deductions.
ARTICLE III. SALAR
Steo '2012-L3 2013-t4 2014-15 2015-16
I 38,897 ' 39.600 40.100 40,702
2 39.369 40,320' 41,059 41.s93
J 40.075 40,800 41,791 42.567
4 40,787 41,516 42.277 43,309
5 4t,507 42,239 43.004 43,802
'6 42.289 42.970 43,739 44,54r
7 43.08s 43,763 44,480 45.285
8 43,897 44,571 45.28s 46.038
9 44.799 4s.39s 46.1 05 46,856
l0 4s.443. 46.311 ,46,942 47,688
11 ,46.536 46,965 47,871 48.537
t2 47,116 ,48,Q74 48.535 49.480
l3 47,760 48.663 49.66r 50,1 54
t4 48.533 49.316 50.258 51,297
15 49.499 50.101 50,922 51,903
16 50.592 51,082 51,718 52,577
l7 s t,751 ' Sz.tgt 52.713 53,385
18 52.846 53,367 53,839 54,39s
t9 54.004 54,479 55,033 55.538
20 55,164 ''55,654 s6.1 6 1 ,56,750
2l 56,387 56.831 57,354 57,895
22 57.610 58,073 58.549 59.1 06
23 58,833 59,314 59.809 60,319
24 60.057 60.556 61,069 61,598
25 61.344 6l,7gg 62,329 62.877
26 62.696 63,104 63.s90 64,155
27 64,178 64,476 64.916 65,435
28 65,893 6s,981 66.309 66,781
OfÊstep 2,850 + 606 1.5% + 850 1.5% + 865 15%+ 891
F
G.
H.
A.
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Effective July 1,2007,
a. Teaching Assistants will be placed on step and receive 50% of that step
b. Non-BA nurses will be placed on step and receive 90% of that step.
c. Nurses with a BA/BS will be placed on step.
Effective July 1,2008, teachers and nurses with a Master's Degree receive $500 added
to the proper. step.
Teachers and nurses who achieve National Board Certification shall receive $2,500
annually (including masters credit, if applicable) added to the proper step. ,
4. Pay for graduate or inservice hours shall be as follows
a For teachers, $60 pçr hour (in blocks,of six [6] to a maximum of ninety [90]
hours); for Teaching Assistants, $30 per houi (in blocks of six [6] to a maximum
.of thirry,[30] hours) for hours earned after the date of hire; for nurses holding a
BAÆS degree, the equivalent of that credited teachers for hciurs earned after the
date of hire; and for non BA/BS nurses, 90% of the equivalent of that credited to
teachers for hours earnqd after the date ofhire.
b. Courses taken for salary schedule credit beyond permanent certification must
offer the potential for benefiting the unit member in the performance of his or
her duties in the District.
Payment for graduate or inservice hours will be adjusted in October and
February. Notihcation of a change in graduate or inservice hours must be
submitted on a form to be provided by the District. Such notification shall be
made by Seþtember 10 or February 10 of such year.
d. Anyone wishing to receive inservice credit for any course not offered by the
Inservice Committee must apply for and receive gþ approval from the
Inservice Committee before any work is begun. No more than six credits will be
granted per course regardless of the total number of contact hours. Credit will
not be granted that would exceed the recommendation of the host institution.
The procedures for requesting authorization are described in the October 2008
Inservice Guidelines.
e. Effective July l, 1997 any coursework which is required by New York State to
maintain certification beyond a Master's Degree ("renewable certification")
will not receive pay for hours as provided in Paragraphs 3a and 3b above.
c.
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B Supervisor and Specialist Salary Schedule
Director of Athletics
Salary schedule + $4,000 stipend, 50% teaching load, and up to 10 days summer @
1/200 per diem.
Dean of Students
Salary schedule + $4,000 stipend * up to 2 days summer @ 11200 per diem.
Director of Guidanc
Salary schedule + $1,100 stipend, and up to 25 days summer @ 11200 per diem.
Fligh School Guidance Counselor
Salary schedule + $300 stipend, and up to 10 days summer @ 11200 per diem.
Middle School Guidance Counselor
Salary schedule + $300 stipend, and up to 15 days sl¡mmer (total shared with
elementary) @ 1/200 per diem.
Elementary School Guidance Counselor
Salary Schedule and up to l5 days summer (total shared with Middle School) @ 11200
per diem.
Inqtructional Technoloey Teacher
Salary schedule and up to 20 days summer @ 11200 per diem,
School Nurses
Salary schedule and up to 6 days summer @ 11200 per diem.
The District and Association jointly recognize thatthere may'be occasions where nurse
support may be needed for student participating in extracurricular activities that exceed
the normal scope of nurse dutied and responsibilities. On those occâsions where such
nurse support may be needed it is agreed:
1.) That such support is contingent on the nurses' willingness and availability to
support a given extracurricular activity.
2.) That the appropriate administrator will ascertain the specific need(s) in
consultation with the nurse and sponsor teachers.
3.) That the rate of pay will be the nurse hourly rate for instructional duties
6
Building Council Facilitator
$1,200 stipend.
Professional Development Council Chair
$1,200 stipend.
Mentor
$500 stipend.
Team Leaders/Department Chairs
Job Description:
1.) Leads grade level or multi-disciplinary instructional teams: acts as team
' 
coordinator I maytager ; schedules .and conducts team meetings
Facilitates curriculum work.2.)
3.)
4.)
s.)
6.)
7.)
8.)
e.)
Coordinates state and local testing and,assessment and data analysis efforts.
Coordinates budget requests and input.
Serves as Building Council member.
'' 'I Ì
Serves as Building Council facilitator (if willing and seleoted).
Serves as Professional Development facilitator (as negded).
Participates on selected hiri¡g committeesr 
.,
Meets on scheduled basis as needed with the administrators regarding,building
level and program issues as well as with special projects coordinators, e.g.
curriculum mapping project, coordinator.
. 10.) May serve as K-12 curriculum strand facilitator
The Team Leader/Department Chair stipend will be $1,000.
The standard summer work day will be 7 hours.
7
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ARTICLE IV - EXTRA DUTY
Communit)¡ of Interest - The District and the Association agree that negotiations for Extra Pay
for Extra Duty will be conducted between the Superintendent and the Canton Central Teachers'
Association only.
Salary Schedules
1. Athletics
YEAR CATEGORY 2012-16
1 A Step 1 4024
2 Step 2 4442
3-5 Step 3 5021
6-8 Step 4 551 1
9+ Step 5 6065
I B Step I 3451
2 Step 2 3824
3-5 Step"3 4301
6-8 Step 4 4725
9+ Step 5 5208
1 C Step 1 2859
2 Step 2 3200
3t5 Step 3 3s79
6-8 Step 4 3946
9+ Step 5 4327
I D Step 1 17t9
2 Step 2 1905
3-5 Step 3 2137
6-8 Step 4 2350
9+ Step 5 2588
B
Cateqgry A (13-14 weeks)
Basketball 
- 
Boys
Basketball 
- 
Girls
Wrestling
Hockey - Boys
Hockey 
- 
Girls
Indoor Track
Cateeorv C (8-10 weeks)
Aquatics
Cheerleading
(weeks do not apply)
Golf
Caleeory Þ (11-12 weeksì
Soccer 
- 
Boys
Soccer - Girls
rgoiball
Cross Country
Swimming,
Volleyball I
Baseball
Softball
Track 
- 
Boys
Track --Girls
Lacrosse - Boys
Lacrosse - Girls
I
Cateqorv D
none
Athletics Notes
a.
b
credit for previous coaching experience will be determined at the time of
appointment by the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools and
approved by the Board of Education. Credit will not exceed the years of actual
coaching in the sport.
The Junior varsity coaches' base shall be 75Yoof the varsity coaches, base for
that sport. The Modified coaçhes'base shall be 50% of the varsity coaches'
base for that sport.
The Assistant coaches'base shall be7\Yo ofthe head coaches'base for that
, sport, Varsity, Junior Varsity or Modifìed.
Coaches' salaries will be determined by the length of the sports season. Sports
with similar length seasons will receive similar pay. A change in length of
season will be grounds for requesting a change of salary without going through
the bargaining process.,
A coaches committee, consisting of the Athletic Director and four elected
coaches rRay convene at any time for the following purposes:
consideration ofa requestto change the length ofa sports season,
consideration of.a request to add a new sport,
consideration of the need for an Assistant coach in a particular sport.
1.) The Committee shall èstablish guidelines governing its operation.
copies of such guidelines will be kept on file by the Superintendent of
Schools and the Association President and will be made available to any
party making a request for Committee review.
2) The Committee shall convene within l0 schooidays of receiving p
request and, upon dçtermining a recommendation, shall communicate
said recommendation in writing to the superintendent of schools,.the
Association President and the coach.
3.) Commiffee recommendations must be authorized by the Superintendent
of Schools, the Board of Education, and the C.C.T.A. prior to taking
effect.
Authorized changes shall be attached to the contract in the form of an
amendment.
c.
d
e
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4.)
If a member of the bargaining unit feels the Association has not fulfilled its role
as defined in this section, the appropriate avenue of appeal may be through
improper practice charges filed with PERB. A grievance may only be filed
relative to an alleged violation (as defined in the Grievance Procedure) by the
District or its representatives.
2. Co-Curricular
POSITION 20t2-16
CLASS ADVISORS (per advisor up to 2/class)
Senior Class Advisor 1488
Junior Class Advisor 797
Sophomore Class Advrsor 585
Freshman Class Advisor 585
Hieh School Yearbook Advisor 3296
Literary masazine (per issue up to 4 issues) 161
NewspaÞer (per issue up to 4 issues) 161
National Honor, SociqW 528
Model UN (per advisor up to 2 advisors) 528
Whiz Ouiz 528
OM 528
Student Council (per advisor up to 2 advisors). 528
Varsity "C" 528
Mock Trial Advisor s28
Thespian Advisor 528
FFA Advisor 2t27
Environmental Club Advisor 528
Writing Enrichment Coordinator 319
Flieh School Choral Accomþ¿inidt tt34
Banford Elementary School Musical Director 744
McKenney Middle School Musical 974
Two (2) Middle School Yearbook Advisors 528
Two (2) Middle School StudentCouncil and Class Advisors 528
Dance Club Advisor 1719
Orchêstra Glub Director t(pib-rated based on schedule) 1423
Pool Coordinator 1025
Gay Straight Alliance Advisor 528
High School Musical Stase Director 3296
Hieh School Musical Orchestra Director 3265
Accompanist (musical) 12t7
Cogtumes (musical) 869
High Schqol Musical Choreosrapher 532
Hieh School Fall Plav Director 2395
Fall Play Costumer 425
Spring Production Director 1493
Technical Director (musical & drama) 2176
l0
Co-Curricular Notes:
c
a.
b
Credit for advising at another school will be determined at the time of
appointment by the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools and
approved by the Board of Education. Credit will not exceed the years of actual
advising.
Advisor's salaries will be determined by the length of time spent on the activity.
Activities requiring similar lengths of time will receive similar pay. A change in
length of time spent on an activity will be grounds for requesting a change of
salary without going through the bargaining process.
A co-cunicular committee, consisting of five elected advisors, may convene at
any time for the following purposes:
consideration of a request to change the length of time devoted to the
activity,
consideration of a request to add a new activity,
consideration of the need for a new advisor position in an existing
activity.
1.) The committee shall establish guidelines governing its oferation. Copies
of such guidelines will be kept on file by the Superintendent of Schools
and the Association President and will be made available to any party
making a request for Committee review.
2.) The Committee shall convene within 10 school days of receiving a
request and, upon determining a recommendation, shall communicate
said recommendation in writing to the Superintendent of Schools, the
Association President and the Advisor.
3.) Committee recommendatigns must bç authorized by the Superintendent
of Schools, Board of Education and the C.C.T.A. prior to taking effect.
4.) Authorized changes shall,be attached to the contract in the form of an
amendment.
d. Complaints
If a member of the bargaining unit feels the Association has not fulfilled its role
as defined in this section, the appropriate avenue of appeal may be through
improper practice charges filed with PERB. A grievance mây only be filed
relative to an alleged violation (as defîned in the Grievance Procedure) by the
District or its representatives.
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The evaluation of teachers shall be completed as per the negotiated Annual Professional
Performance Review (APPENDIX G).
The remainder of ARTICLE V addresses the evaluation and performance appraisal of those
unit members who are not teachers.
The term "evaluatíon" shall refer only to the use by an administrator of basic criteria related to
a unit member's annual performance of his/her duties. The term "perþrmance appraisal"
shall apply to a rgnge of methods available to unit members for participating in structured
opportunities for performance improvement.
Teaching Assistants 
- 
Each probationary or temporary teaching assistant will have at least two
formal observations during the school year, at least one of which will be conducted by the
building principal, and at least one of which will be conducted by a District level administrator.
Before each formal observation the pròbationary/temporary teaching assistant and
administrator will have a short, informalpre-conference. The first formal observation will be
scheduled at a time and date mutually agreeable to the teaching assistant and administrator.
One of these formal observations will take place before the December recess. For probationary
teaching assistants, the final formal appraisal of a given school year will be a summative one,
completed by the appropriate administrator'with written input from the associated teacher. The
administrators who have conducted the observations will compare notes in oider to coordinate
the focus of the final observation.'
Nurses 
- 
Each nùrse with less than three years service in the District will have at least two
formaiperfonnance'apptais'als dúring the school year conducted by administrators. One
appraisal will be conducted prior to the December recess. Each appraisal will be preceded by a
short, informal pre-conference, to discuss the specific parameters of the appraisal, which will
be based on the nUrse's peiformarice óf duties as articulated in the nurse job description.
Obseivation reports'for all probationary faculty arrd staff will include one of the following
statements:
1. Continued progress of the kind demonstrated to date would be consistent with District
standards for continued employment.
2. An appropriate rate and degiee of progress in the areas specified in this report must be
demonstrated as a condition for continued employment.
Informal observations of non-teacher unit members will occur throughout the year. Nothing
shall be placed in writing related to an informal observation without first conferencing with the
unit member. The unit member will then be provided with a copy of the written report and
allowed an opportunity for written response.
t2
FD.
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All formal observations are to be made openly. Following all formal observations, the
administrator who conducts the observation and the unit member will conference, at which time
the unit member will receive a written report of the observation. All written reports will be
submitted to central administration and placed in the unit member's file. The form devised for
this type of observation will include a section for the unit member to initial acknowledging
receipt and a section for the unit member to write a response.
Formal or informal observations made by administrators that arouse a negativè or positive
reaction on the part of the administrator will be brought to the attention of the unit member
within three (3) school days of the observation on a form that provides space for the unit
member to indicate receipt of the report andior for the unit member to reply to comments made
by the administrator. In the event that an observation raises a concern that could affect the
future employment status of the unit member, a statement to that effect will be included in the
observation report.
Competent and Efficient Performance of Duties 
- 
For teaching asSistants, the administrator will
address at least one of the APPR criteria listed in Paragrap\ G after having considered written
input provided by the associated teaching assistant; for nurSes, the evaluation must address at
least one duty articulated in the nurse job description. Unit members will receive yeâr-end
evaluations in accordance with the basic statutory criteria:
¡ Attendance (abse¡rces properly exoused)
'. Appropriate certification/licensure or efforts to attain certificátion/licensurei Personal conduct appropriate to the perforïnance ofduties
1. Evaluations will consist of a rating of "satisfoctory" or ilunsatisfactory" ona form
. 
which must be signed and dated by a supervising adr4inistrator and thé unit member,
, 
acknowledging that the evaluation has been reviewed by the gnit member.
2, Any,' "unsatisfactory" rating for a given school year must be supported by,written
doôumentation filed during that school year in accordance with Article VI, Personnel
Filss. Such a rating must be accompanied.by a recommende{ improvempnt plan which
shall be submitted to the School Superintendent by the supervising admiñiri.uto..
Tenured teaching assistants will participate in a performance appraisal at least once every three
years for purposes suited to their individual professional development. The Administrative
Appraisal method shall be considered the standard method. However, an alternative
performance appraisal format may be selected by mutual agreement of the,unit member and
his/her supervising administrator before December recess. Nothing in this provision shall
preclude the right of an administrator to conduct an administrative appraisal in any given year.
The selected appraisal method for teaching assistants shall address any of the following criteria
not previously addressed as part of the annual evaluation completed in aqcordance with
Paragraph F:
o Content knowledge
. Pedagogicalpreparation
o Instructionaldelivery
l3
. Classroom management skills
. Knowledge of student development
. Student assessment
. Collaborativerelationships
o Reflective and responsive practice
See Appendix C for sample performance indicators associated with each of the criteria.
The agreed upon appraisal format may fall under one or more of the following categories:
l. Administrative Appraisal 
- 
Under this method, a unit member affanges an initial
meeting with hislher supervising administrator to develop a mutually agreeable
appraisal plan. After the unit member/supervisor interaction specified in the plan has
been completed, the supervisor prepares an appraisal summary and reviews it with the
unit member. The summary is then signed by both parties and placed in the unit
memberl s personnel folder.
2. Self-Appraisal- Under this format, a unit member develops individual goals for the
school year in cooperation with a supervising administrator. The unit member keeps a
portfolio of relevant notes and artifacts and.consults periodically with the supervisor
throughout the year. The unit member prepares'a year-erid appraisal sum-ary which is
reviewed by the supervisor, signed by both- parties, and placed in the unit *.-b".'s
personnel file subject to mutual aþreement by the unit membei and the administrator. If
either party determines that the appraisal summary is not appropiiate for personnel file
placement, an administrative appraisal may be scheduled and the resulting summary
may be filed in lieu of the self-app¡aisal summary.
Peer Appraisal 
- 
A unit member wishing to use this method arranges to meet with a
supervising administrator to review the basis for selecting this model and agree upon an
appropriatã list of poten tial ';þeei'r appraisers." Two unilmembers who wish to serve
as peer appraisers for each other may also approach their supervisor for approval of
their arrangement. The unit member and the selected peer appraiser then meet to
develop an appraisal plan and submit it to the supervisor for approval. Thc unit member
and the peer appraiser maintain a portfolio of relevant notes and artifacts throughout the
year and jointly prepare a year-end summary for review by the supervisor. The
summary is signed by the unit member, the peer'appraiser, and the supervisor and
placed in the unit member's personnel file subject to mutual agreement by the unit
member and the administrator. If either party dete,rmines that the appraisal summary is
not appropriate for personnel file placemint, an administrative appraisal may be
scheduled and the resulting summary may be filed in lieu of the peer-appraisal
summary.
"Outsíde Expert",Aryajsù- ThiB approach is initiated by an çxperienced unit member
who is looking for "expert " feedback relative to a particular aspect of
instruction/plactice. The unit membei would request approval from the supervising
administrator of the outside expert he/she wishes to approach. The unit member and the
expert would then meet to develop an appraisal plan and submit it to the supervisor for
approval. The unit member and the outside expert maintain a portfolio of relevant notes
J
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and artifacts throughout the year and jointly prepare a year-end summary for review by
the supervisor. The summary is signed by the unit member, the outside expert, and the
supervisor and placed in the unit member's personnel file subject to mutual agreement
by the unit member and the administrator. If either party determines that the appraisal
summary is not appropriate for personnel file placement, an administrative appraisal
may be scheduled and the resulting summâry may be flled in lieu of the outside expert
appraisal summary.
A copy of all forms concerning unit member evaluation will be placed in the unit member's
permanent folder in the District Office. Unit members will receive a copy of all evaluations.
Administrative staff and unit members involved in the peer aþpraisal process will be trained in
good practicê to conduct perfbrmance appraisals. Such training may include Effective
Teaching Supervision, Cognitive Coaching/Peer Coâching, Dimensions of Learning
Supervision and other validated performance appraisal models.
Every effort will be made to conduct all formal evaluations of unit members prior to May l't of
a given school year.
ARTICLE YI. PER
The official District personnêl file for each member of the bárgaining unit shall be maintained
in the District office.
All data relevant to a member's employment,.performance of hislher,duties, promotion,
discipline, evaluation, and all other job-related tnatters shall be placed in the member's
personnel hle.
No material, excluding reference and information obtâined in the process of evaluating the
member for initial employment, which is derogatory to a member's conduct, service, character,
or personality shall be f,rled unless the member has had an opportunity to examine the material.
The member must afhx his/her signàtuîe on the actual copy to be filed with the express
understanding that such signature merely signifies that he/she has examined the material(s).
Such signature does not necessarily indicate agreement with its content and may not be
withheld. The signed copy muSt be returned to the originator of the material within l5 working
days of receipt.
The member shall also have the righi to submit a written answer to such material and his/trer
answer shall be signed by the Superintendent and auached to the actual file copy. Such written
answer must be submitted within fìfteen (15) working days after receiving a copy of the
material.
J
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E An incident or concern which has not been reduced to writing within fifteen (15) working days
of its occurrence or its discovery, whichevei is later, may not be added to the file. Any portions
of file material which are provên to be inaccurate, misleading, or inappropriate shall be
corrected or removed.
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If there is disagreement between the unit member and the supervisor concerning the
appropriateness of placing the material in the member's personnel folder or concerning
the accuracy of the material, a joint review committee shall be convened. The
committee will be composed of the Association president or unit member designee, an
additional unit member, the Superintendent, an administrative designee, and a mutually
agreeable fifth member.
a Both the subject and the originator of the material will have the opportunity to support
their positions. The committee will then make a determination by majority vote leading
to one of the following results:
The material remains in the folder as is or with any revisions necessary to
correct inaccurate or misleading statements.
The material, with any necèssary corrections, is placed in a personnel journal in
the District safe. The existence of the journal entry will be noted on the access
log in the member's personnel file. The material will remain in the personnel
journal for a maximum periöd.of f,rve years. If, within that time'frame, the unit
member is the subject of another substantiated write-up relative to the same
category of concern that led to the initial.journal entry, the second write-up shall
be placed in the member's personnel file.
The material is destroyed.
aJ Should either the subject or the originator of the material be dissatisfied with the
committee's decision, the grievance procedure may be initiated at the Board stage,
followed by binding arbitration if necessary.
The member shall have the right upon request to review the contents of his/her personnel file in
the presence of an administrator. Furthermore, the member shall be furnished a copy of any
document therein.
The member shall be sntitled to have a representative of the Association accompany him/her
during such review. Such review shall be made in the'þresence of a designated school official,
and shall be at a mutually agreeable time, but no later than three school days following such
request. Otherwise access to the file shall be limited to proper school offïcials.
Any document which relates to a unit member's role as an employee in the District must be
filed before it can be used in any áction by the Distriot that could result in any consequences for
the member. The only exception shall be when a single, specific incident has just occurred and
is the sole basis for the action being taken.
No documcnt(s) in the hle shall be forwarded to any agency, organization, prospective
employer, or other party without the express written cónsent of the member except as required
by law. All personnel files will be maintained in a coäfìdential manner and will comply in
every way with all laws and regtrlations
a.
b.
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A. Sick Leave
ARTICLE VII - LEAVE
All unit members of Canton Central Schools shall accumulate sick leave at the rate of
1.5 days for each month of service up to a limit of 180 days.
Effective July I each year, unit members will receive credit for the total sick leave
he/sh9 will earn du{ng the coming year.
Members of the unit will be informed as soon as possible, but no later than the first
paycheck in November, of the total number of accumulative sick days through the
current school year.
This sick leave may include personal illness or sickness in the immediate family. The
employee shall determine what constitutes "immediqte family". However, family sick
leave shall not exceed twonty (20) days ayøar. (Additional unpaid leave may be
available under the Family and Medical Leave Act.)
The intent of this.provision is to permit unit members to care for ill or injured family
members where such personal care an{ attention may be required or advisable from the
standpoint of the family member's recovery.
This provision may also be utilized to accompany a family member(s) for rest or
recuperation:
where the family member resides oulside of the state.
where the family member(s) would be traveling outside of the state.
Only when all of the following criteria are met:
a. A written statement is provided frorn the doctor who has been caring for the
family member, specifying:
1) tha{ it is necessary for the patient's recovery that s/he travel to the new
location (in situations that apply);
2) .that it is necessary fo¡ the patient to have someone present.
A written statement from the unit member giving justification why s/he must be
the one to be present with the family member. (The District is entitled to receive
this written justification; not to judge its validity.)
If,a aqd. b (above) are complied with, then this provision may be utilized for a unit
member to accompany a family member(s) for rest or recuperation where the family
member would be traveling to a location outside the state.
I
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If it can be substantiated that any of the information supplied by the unit member when
requesting this leave was supplied with the unit member's knowledge it was false or
incomplete in any meaningful way, then the District shall:
place a letter of reprimand in the unit member's file;
deduct from the unit member's salary the amount of money paid the unit
member for those days under this provision relative to the falsified or
incomplete request;
a.
b.
c be permitted to deny future requests for this type of leave for a period of two (2)
years (even in bituations where the criteria for taking such leave have in all other
respects been met*).
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*This does not require the District to deny such requests; it does allow it.
If a unit member loses time due to an accident on the job, s/he shall not lose
accumulated sick leave for the first sixty (60) school days. S/He shall be permitted to
"buy back" days of charged sick leave in excess of sixty (60) days from the District.
Compensation insurance payments for the initial sixty (60) day period shall be returned
to the District.
A unit member who becomes'ill and unable to work, and has used up all accumulated
sick leave, shall be deleted froih the payroll, but the school will continue to meet any
obligations imposed by the Family and Medicàl Leave Act regarding payment of health
insurance premiums. While off the payroll, the unit member cannot accumulate sick or
vacation leave.
7 . If a tnit membér is absent froin school five (5) or more consecutive dáys, the
Superintendent'or his/her represêntative may request substantiation, including a doctor's
statement, of the need for the absence.
Should there be reasonable cause for the administration to suspect that a unit member
required to submit a notarized
nel file, verifying that the suspected
clause.
A unit member who feels the District does not have "reasonable causbi'shall sign the
statement and may grieve the matter and have the signed statement removed from
, 
his/her file if the grievance is upheld.
Death in Family
The Superintendent will grant up to three (3) days leave for death in the immediate family for
members of the unit. The unit Ìnember will determine which relations are members of the
immediate family.
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C Personal Leave
Unit members may be granted two (2) days of personal leave per year, cumulative to four,
subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Schools. Requests shall be submitted at least
two days in advance, except in emergency, to the building principal. Personal leave is intended
for personal business which cannot be taken care ofoutside ofschool hours.
Unused pêrsonal days in excess of 4 shall accumulate as sick leave and may be used to restore
days donated to the sick bank to a maximum of 180 days.
Should there be reasonable cause for the administration to suspect that a unit member has
abused tiú intent of this provision, s/he may be, required to submit a notarized statement, to be
placed'in the unit member's personnel file, verifying that the suspected leave was utilized in
keeping with the intent of this clause.
A unit member who feels the District does not have "reasonable cause" shall sign the statement
and may g.rieYg the matter and have the signed statement removed from his/her file if the
grievánce is upleld.
Abfgrice Without Pay
With the prior approval of the Superintendent of Schools, a unit 
-"-b..'-uy be allowed to be
absent without pay if an emergency exists that is not covered by other absence regulations.
Lgave without pay for vacation purposes cannot be considered as an emergency nature and will
no! be approved by the Superintendent ofschools.
UnexcuseilAbsence 
; : ' ' 
'
Unit members'.absencqs not covered b¡r.the leave policy will result in a deduction of pay for
each day's absence based on the daily rate earned by the individual.
Leave of Absence
The Board of Education shall d of one full
, 
school ye4y io a (enured teach eaves shall be
made as early as possible, but ool year for which
leave is taken. Such leave may be extended for an additional full school year if requested in
. 
writing at least by March 1 in advanc,e of expiration of leave.
Any teaclier on leave of absence shall communicate an intent to rqturn to duty no later than
March 1 of the leave year. Leaves may be terminated only by written resignation or return to
employment. Failure of a teacher to begin employment at the expiration of a leave shall be
construed as abandonment of position.
Exceptions to any of the foregoing limitations may be made upon request of a unit member
subject solely to the discretion of the District. Any exceptions granted under this paragraph
shall be non-precedential.
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In exceptional circumstances and given appropriate justification, the Superintendent may
recommend that the Board grant a leave of absence to a teaching assistant or nurse. Approval
of such individual leaves will be on a non-precedential basis.
While on leave pursuant to this section, a unit member will receive no benefits, accumulate no
benefits, nor be credited any seniority.
G. Relieious Holida),s
Up to two (2) religious holidays will be granted to any unit member whose religion requires
full-day observance of the holiday. Such days will not be deducted from personal or sick days
H. Attendance at Professional Meetings
With prior approval by the Superintendent, unit members will be permitted to attend
professional conferences provided that, wherever possible, members of the staff will cover the
assignments of the,unit members who are attending the conference.
I. Jury Dutv
Paid leave shall be granted unit members chosen for jury duty, (including Grand Jury), as
required by law.
Military Duty
Unit members shall be granted military leave as required by law.
Association Da)¡s
The Association will be granted eight Association days. The Association will'cover the cost of
substitutes used on the last four of these days.
The Association shall notiff the Superintendent in writing as far in advance as possible, but in
no event less than 24 hours prior to utilization of Association days.
Child-rearing Leave
The parent of an adopted or newbom child máy take up to twenty-five (25) days from
accumulated sick leave for the purpose of child-rearing.
Upon the request of a unit member, a child-rearing leave shall be granted for up to one(l) year and may be extended upon request provided this total leave timê for one birth
or adoption does not exceed two years. Such child-rearing leave must be taken within
two (2) calendar years immediately following the birth or adoption.
Such leaves shall be without pay or benefits, except as required by the Family and
Medical Leave Act of 1993; however, the unit member shall retum to the same or
L.
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similar position and shall retain the seniority and leave accumulation and other benefìts
at the levels in effect when the leave began.
ARTICLE VIII - INSU
Effective January 1, 2008, the District shall provide the St. Lawrence-Lewis Counties School
District Employees Medical Plan, as modified by Riders 5 and 6, (see Appendix F), to eligible
unit members who wish to participate. The District shall be responsible for the premium cost
not covered by unit members as described in Section B below.
Dual Coverage 
- 
Whenever a unit member and spouse are employees of the District, such
employees shall have the option of selecting two (2) individual coverages or one (1) family
coverage.
Unit members who are eligible for health insurance coverage from another source outside the
St. Lawrence-Lewis Counties School District Employees Medical Plan may elect not to be
covered by the SLL Plan. Unit members who voluntarily elect to drop such coverage shall
notify the District by July 1, and will receive the sum of one thousand five hundred dollars
($1,500) for a single plan, two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) for a two-person plan,
and threo thousand five hundred ($3,500) for a family plan payable each year thereafter that the
member is not covered by the St. Lawrence-Lewis Counties School District Employees
Medical Plan, as follows:
one lump sum the following June;
three installments the following November, February, and June; or,
applied to the unit member's Flexible Spending Plan.
Members whose circumstances change only through a qualifying event (e.g. death, layoff or
disability of spouse, marital status, etc.) may reapply for coverage at any time. However, the
unit member will be responsible,for returning a prorated amount of the $1,500/$2,500/$3,500
as applicable, ifcoverage is restored during the fiscal year.
B. Premium Contribution, as follows:
Unit members shall make health insurance pure premium contributions, as follows, through the
IRS 125 plan:
20t2-13
2013-r4
2014-t5
20r5-16
3.0%
5.0%
7.s%
r0.0%
Teaching assistants and nurses shall make health insurance pure premium contributions at a
rate equivalent to their salary step percentage based upon their respective enrollments.
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Unit members who retire after June 30, 2014 shall retire with a flat dollar contribution to their
health insurance premium equal to what the contribution was in their last year of service for
respective enrollments.
Unit members who retire after June 30, 2014 shall not receive Medicare B reimbursement for
spouses.
A unit member on leave of absence may continue his/her health insurance coverage by paying
the entire cost of the plan, except as provided for under the Family and Medical Leave Act.
New unit members are entitled to coverage as of their hrst month of employment.
The District shall contribute $175 per full-time unit member in 1999-00 and $200 per full-time
unit member in 2000-01 per year, and a pro-rata amount per less than full-time member, toward
a Benefit Fund administered by the Union. Effective July l, 2008, the District will contribute
$225 pt full-time unit member or the premium amount, whichever is less. The District's
contribution shall be made in two (2) payments: one-half of the total amount by 7 130 of each
year and the other halfby 1/30 ofeach year.
A. Maximum School Da]¡s
The District will adhere to the traditional school calendar for the duration of this Agreement.
B. Unused Emereenc), Days
In the event that three or more unùsed emergency days reniain at the time that the Spring recess
begins, all days in excess of two will"be:used to exiend the Spring recess.
ln the event that two unused emergency days remain at the time that the Memorial Day recess
begins, one of the remaining days will be used to extend the Memorial Day r'ecess.
If only one unused emergency day is remaining at any time, it will be used the last day of the
school year, or to create two (2) half-day sessions in the final week of school for elementary
school attendance. A half-day session shall be deflrned as no more than three and one-half (3yr)
hours of student attendance. These half-day sessions shall be implemented in accordance with
all applicable NYS regulations. Sêcondary unit members shall be allowed an equivâlent
amount of "flex time."
The school day shall be 7 hours and 35 minutes in length. Activities held from the end of the
eighth period to 3:20 p.m. are part of the school day, therefore shall not receive extra
compensation. Extra-curricular duty commences after 3 :20.
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The school day shall begin no earlier than 7:00 a.m. and end no later than 5:30 p:m. Unit
members on staff during the 2000-01 school year, and all those hired after July 1, 2001 to a
7:45 a.m. to 3:20 p.m. position, shall teach or perform assigned duties from 7:45 a.m. to 3:20
p.m., unless they voluntarily choose to work another schedule.
On Fridays, the closing time shall be immediately after the 2:30 bus run buses have departed
the school unless unit members have a professional commitment such as coaching or rehearsal.
The activity period will thus be eliminated on Fridays except for special needs and by prior
arrangement.
It is agreed that a small number of unit members will remain on a rotation basis to supervise
activity students until the buses leave, without extra pay.
D. Preparation Time
To the extent it is possible and educationally responsible,* every unit member shall have the
equivalent ofone duty-free preparation period equal in lengthto the standard senior high school
academic period in addition to a 30 minute duty-free lunch period as required by law.
*"To the extent it is possible and educationally responsible" is not to be used as a reasonfor
denying the designated qmounts of preparation and lunch time on an ongoing basis; however,
this phrose is recognition that isolated situations may occur which temporarily may prevent the
Districtfrom literal compliance with this section.
E. Teaching Assignments
Teachers shall be required to teach no more than an average of 5 academic periods per day plus
2 other assignments such as study halls. It is agreed that there may be certain exceptions to this
maxirnqm assignment. Other exceptions will be physical education classes, remedial labs,
music practice periods, and resource room assignments. Teaching 5 labs per week or 6 labs per
six day cycle will be considered equivalent to teaching one academic period per day.
Teaching assistants will normally be required to assist in instruction or to perform assigned
duties for no more than 8 of 9 academic periods or equivalent per day. Teãching assistants
should be,assigned common planning time with their supervising teachers whenever possible.
Part-time Unit Members
SalaÐ¡: Salary for part-time unit members will be determined by one of the following
formulas:
. average hours worked per dayl7.4,
. full days per week/5, or
. full days per cyclel# da¡is in cycle.
Provisions:
F
a The unit member will move one step on the salary schedule each year.
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The unit member will receive 0.2 hours of duty-free preparation time for each hour of
instruction (teachers/TAs) or duty (nurses).
If a unit member is scheduled to be on duty for more than 5 hours per day, he/she will
receive a 3O-minute duty-free lunch.
If a unit member is assigned more than 2.5 hours of instruction (teachers/TAs) or duty
(nurses), all other duties will be considered a professional responsibility, þaid as a unit
member).
Benehts:
. Health Insurance - For unit members employed after January 1, 2008, premium cost
and unit member contribution will be prorated according to full-time.equivalent. For
half-time or greater part-time employees, the district will pay individual coverage, less
any required unit member contribution, and 50Yo of the balance between individual
coveiage and trvo-person or family coverage. The District will assume the full cost for
any unit member, less any required unit member contribution, who is involuntarily
reiluced to part-time from full-time.
. Sick Days - 15 days (pro-rated, full-time rules apply)
¡ Personal Days - 2 days þro-rated, full-time rules apply)
Tenure: Teachers and teaching assistants will accrue time toward tenure and will be eligible
for appointment to tenure when the pro-rata accrual reaches the number of years prescribed by
Education Law.
ARTICLE X - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A.
In order to establish a more harmonious and cooperative relationship between unit members,
administrators, and members of the Board of Education which will enhance the educational
program of the Canton Central School District, it is hereby declared to be the purpose of these
procedures to provide a means for orderly settlement of differences, promptly and fairly, as
they arise, and to assure equit4ble and proper treatment of unit members pursuant to established
rules, regulations and polioies of the District. The provisions of these procedures shall be
liberally construed for the accomplishment of this purpose.
B. Definitions
Unit member shall mean any employee whose position requires certification/licensure
by the State Education Department or any group of such employees.
Administrator shall mean a Building Principal or other designated administrator
position.
Representative shall mean the person or persons designated by the aggrieved unit
member as his/her counsel or to act in his/her behalf.
o
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4 Grievance shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation or inequitable application
of any existing laws, rules, regulations, policies or terms of this contract which relate to
or involve the unit member in the exercise of the duties assigned to him/her.
C. Basic Principles
1 It is the intent of these procedures to provide for the orderly settlement of difference in a
fair and equitable manner. The resolution of grievance at the earliest possible stage is
encouraged.
A unit member shall have the right to be represented at any stage of the procedures by a
person or persons of hislher own choice.
, A unit member shall have the right to present grievances in accordance with these
procedures, frêe from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal.
Each party to a grievance shall have access at reasonable times to all written statements
and records pertaining to such cases.
All hearings shall be cônfidential.
It shall be the responsibility of the Superintendent of Schools of the District to take such
action as may be necessary to give force and effect to these procedurês. Each
administrator shall have the responsibility to consider promptly each grievance
presented to himlher and make a determination within the time specified in these
procedures.
The function of these procedures is to assure equitable and proper treatment under the
existing lav/s, rules, regulations and policies which relate to or affect the unit member in
the performance of his/her assignment. They are not to be used for changing such rules
or establishing new ones.
D. Procedures
The Board of Education of the Canton Central School District in compliance with Article 16 of
the General Municipal Law (Chapter 554 of the Laws of 1962) regarding the establishment of
grievance procedures for public employees does hereby establish aúd adopt the following
procedures for the orderly settlement of grievances of unit members of the Canton Central
School District to be effective at the signing of this contract.
l: Informal Stage
The aggrieved unit member shall orally present his/her grievance to the immediate
adininistrative supervisor who shall orally and informally discuss the'grievance with the
aggrieved unit member.
A grievance must be filed within sixty (60) school days of the event-giving rise to
grievance or the date upon which grievant could reasonably be expectêd to have known
of the grievance, whichever is later.
2.
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The immediate administrative supervisor shall render a determination to the aggrieved
unit member within five (5) days after the grievance has been presented.
If such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at this stage, the aggrieved unit member
may proceed to the formal stage.
2. Formal Stage
Within flrve (5) school days after a determination has been made at the preceding
'stage, the aggrieved unit member may make a written request to the
Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee for review and determination. If
the Superintendent of Schools designates a person to act in his/her behalf, s/he
shall also delegate full authority to render a determination.
The Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee shall immediately notify the
aggrieved unit member, immediate supervisor and any other administrator
rendering a determination in the case, to submit written statements within five
(5) school days setting forth the specific nature of the grievance, the facts
relating thereto and the determination(s) previously rendered.
If such is requested in the written statement of either party pursuant to paragraph
b, the Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee shall notiff all parties
concerned in the case of the time and place when an informal hearing will be
held where suoh parties may appear and present oral and written statements
supplementing their position in the case. Suoh hearing shall be held within five
(5) days of receipt of the written staternents pursuant to paragraph b.
The Superintondent of Sohools or his/her'designee shall:render a determination
within ten (10) school days after the written statements, pursuant to paragraph b,
have been presented.
e. If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved,at this stage, the aggrieved unit
member may proceed to the Board Stage.
3. Board Staee
The aggrieved unit member may, within hve (5) school days of the final determination
by the Superintendent of Schools, make a written request to the Board of Education for
review and determination. All written statements and records of the case shall be
submitted to the President of the Board of Eduoation. The Board of Education may
hold a hearing to obt¿in further information regarding the case. The Board of Education
shall render a decision within ten (10) school days after receiving the request for
review.
4. Arbitration
After procedures have been followed as set forth in the previous step, if the unit
member and/or the representative(s) and/or Association do not agree with the
a.
b
c
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decision and it is determined by the Association that the grievance is meritorious,
it may submit the grievance to arbitration by written notice to the Board of
Education within fifteen (15) school days of the decision at Srage 3.
within hve (5) school days after such written notice of submission to
arbitration, the Board of Education and the Association will agree upon a
mutually acceptable arbitrator competent in the area of grievance, and will
obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to serve.
If the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator or to obtain such a
commitment within ten (10) days, a request for a list of arbitrators will be made
to the American Arbitration Association by either party.
The Board and the Association will agree upon the selection of the arbitrator
from the list submitted by the American Arbitration Association.
The selecte.d arbitrator will hear the matter,promptly.and will issue a decision
not later than fourtqen (1a) calendar days from the date,of the hearing, or if oral
hearings have been waived, thsn from the date the frnal statements and proofs
are submitted.
The arbitrator's decision will,be in writing and will set forth his/her findings in
fact, reasoning and conclusion,on the issue.
The arbitrator shall have no po\^/er or authority to make any decision which
requires the commission,of an act prohibited by law. or which is violative of the
terms of this Agreement.
The decision of thp arbitrabr shall be final and binding upon all parties only in
grievances arising out of interpretation of the terms of this contract. If the
Association wishes to pursue grievances arising from interpretation of laws,
rules, regulations, or policies not covered in this contract beyond the Board
Stage, they shall be appealed through the courts or to the commissioner of
Education.
The costs for the services of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the Board of
Education and Association.
f.
5. Year End Grievance
If a grievance is filed on/after June .1st, the time limits set herein shall be reduced so that
the grievance may be exhausted before the end of the schoolìyear or as soon thereafter
as possible.
E. Management Grievance
It is recognizedby the Association that the Superintendent of Schools may utilize this
grievance procedure in the following prescribed manner in instances of alleged violations by
the Association or its off,rcers as defined in Article X C-4.
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The Superintendent of Schools shall use the following procedure in attempting to resolve a
grievance.
Stage 1: The Superintendent of Schools shall, within ten (10) days of the date of the situation
which is being grieved, present all facts and circumstances concerning the alleged violation in
writing to the Association President. Within ten (10) days, the Superintendent of Schools and
the President shall meet in an attempt to resolve the gtievance.
Stage 2: If the Superintendent of Schools is not satisfied with the resolution suggested by the
President, s/he may appeal the recommendation to the Executive Committee of the Association.
At this stage, both the Superintendent of Schools and the President, their representative(s), if
any, and any witnesses shall be heard. The President shall preside at this meeting, but shall
have no vote. A majority vote of the Executive Committee shall determine its decision.
Such decision shall be rendered within ten (10) days of the end of the heating.
Stage 3: If the Superintendent of Schools is not Satisfied with the decision at Stage 2, s/he may
pursue the grievance to binding arbitration. Stage 4 of the Gtievance Procedure shall be
followed.
Should the Superintendent of Schools employ this section in an effort to resolve an alleged
violation, then the District shall not take any disciplinary action against any individual involved
at any stage in the grievance. A grievance filed under this seðtion shall be deemed resolved
when the Superintendent of Schools fails to pursue the matter to the next stage within ten (10)
days after a decision has been rendered or when thè decision of the arbitrator is rendered.
AßTIçLE XI - ALTERNA
In situations where the District believes it has c'ause under the tenure statutes (i.e., for the same
reasons), to discipline a tenured unit mèmber, and the penalfy sought is limited to a suspension without
pay for a period not to exceed three (3) school days, the following procedure will apply:
A. The District shall present the unit member.with a wr.itten stätement of the charge giving rise to
the perceived need for disciplinary action. The Association President will receive a copy at
least 24 hours before the unit member is notified.
B A meeting will be scheduled within five'(5) days betwéen the unit member, an Association
representative(s) and a representative of the District. At this time, the charges will be
discussed, and the unit member will be informed of the specif,rc penalty'sought by the District.
As a result of this meeting, the unit member shall elect to:
1 accept the penalty sought, or a modification thereof, in which case the penalty will be
imposed and a record thereof placed in the unit member's personnel file, at which point
the matter will be considered resolved.
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2 contest the charges and/or the proposed penalty and proceed as quickly as possible to
arbitration under the terms of this Agreement. The parties agree to submit to the
arbitrator only the issue in question, and shall charge the arbitrator with responsibility
for reaching a determination solely on the basis of the charges presented.
The arbitrator shall apply the same identical criteria as would be applied, under law, by
a tenure panel in 3}2}-aproceedings. The District must prove, by a preponderance of
evidence, either insubordination, immoral conduct, neglect of duty or conduct
unbecoming a unit member.
If the charges are substantiated, the arbitrator shall impose a penalty not to exceed the
penalty sought by the District. The decision of the arbitrator shall be binding, with no
appeal and the opinion and award shall become a part of the unit member's personnel
file if the unit member is found guilty. Charges for the arbitration are to be bome by the
District.
If the unit member is exonerated, then no reference to either the event(s) giving rise to
the hearing or to the hearing itself shall,appear in the unit member'q personnel file.
No action will be taken by the District until the arbitrator's decision is received. (There
shall bs no suspension, material placed in the hle, or any other form of discipline).
The action by the Distriçt,to initiate this process must be undertaken within l5 calendar
days of the date the event qccurs whiqh giveg rise to the District action or within l5
calendar days of the,date the District should have known of this event (whichever is
later).
The unitrmember must,elect, in writing, eithe4¡the alternative disciplinary procedures contained
in this Article or the procedures set forth in section 3020-aof the Education Law. If the
alternative disciplinary procedures are elected, they must result,in the disposition of the charge
within the same amount of time allowed for dispositipn under section 3020-a.
C.
ARTICLE XII . AGENC
Effective July 1, 1984, the Canton Central School District shall deduct from the wage or salary of
members of the bargaining unit consisting of all professional, certified and/or licensed personnel,
except the Superintendpnt of Schools, his/her Assistant, and members of the Canton Central 
. .
Administrators'Association, who are not mombgrs of the Canton Central Teachers'Association, the
amgunt equivalent to the dues levied by,the Cantgn Central Teachers' Association and shall transmit
the sum so deducted to the Canton Central Teachers' Association in accordance with Chapters 677 and
678 of the Laws of 1977 of the State of New York.
The Canton Central Teachers' Association afhrms that it has adopted such procedure for refund of
agency shop fee deduction as required in Section 3 of Chapte rs 677 and 678 of the Laws of 1977 of the
State of New York. This provision for agency shop fee deduction shall continue in effect so long as
the Canton Central Teachers' Association maintains such procedure.
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The agency shop fee deduction shall be made following the same procedures as applicable for dues
check off, except as otherwise mandated by law or this Article of the Agreement.
The Association agrees to indemnify and hold the District harmless against any and all damages,
including the costs of legal representation, that are incurred by the District in connection with any and
allclaims resulting from the Association's administration of the agency shop provisions of the
Agreement.
ARTICLE XIII - RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
Employer Non-Electivþ Contribution to 403(b) Plan
A A full+ime unit mentber who formally notifies the District of his or her intent to leave the
employ of the District shall be entitled to receive a one-time longevity increment, subject to the
limitations and conditions outlined below:
Limitations and Conditions
Unit member must have completed twenty (20) years of credited service in the District
þy the effective date of resilnation.
. 1,
Unitrmember müst'be in no latei than the fourth year of retirement eligibility without
penalty at effbctive date of resignation.:'"
Uhit member must be receiving àn annual salary of no less than $35,000 during the
year immediately preceding effective date of resignation, except that Nrirses and
Teacliing Assistants must be receiving no less than a percentage of that amount equal to
the percenta$e at'which they have been placed on the salary schedule.
4. Unit member must notify the District in writing of intent to resign no later than eight
(8) months prior to êffective date of resignation.
5. Upon the recommendation of the Superintendent, the Board of Education may, at its
discretion, waive any of the age, notification, or length of service limitations contained
' herein in order that a unit member'otherwise ineligible might receive the incentive.
Upon meeting the limitations and conditions contained in Paragraph B, unit member may
choose one (1) of the following two (J) options for payment of this longevity increment, except
that Nurses and Teaching Assistants will receive a percentage of this longevity increment equal
to the percentage at whiqh the¡i haye been placed on the salary schedule.
l. A $15,000. lump sum employer non-elective contribution plus $10. perday employer
contribution for each day of unused sick leave above 150 at time of resignation;
B
2
J
C
OR
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2' $100. per day employer non-elective contribution for each day of unused sick leave at
time of resignation.
If the District should offer a New York State Retirement Incentive in any given year and the
unit member elects to participate in the State program, he/she shall be ineligible for payment of
the longevity increment as outlined in Paragraph C.
Employer 403(b) Non-Elective contributions shall be contributed in accordance with, and
subject to the following conditions:
1. No Cash Option 
- 
No unit member may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to
any of the Employer's Non-elective contribution(s) described herein.
2. contribution I.imitations - In any applicable year,,the maximum Employer
Contribution shall not qpuse a unit member's 403(b) account to exceed the applicable
contribution limit under Section al5(c)(l) of the Code, as adjusted for cost-óf-living
increases. For Employer Non-elective Contributions made post-employment to former
unit members' 403(b) account, the Contribution Limit shall be based on the unit
member's compensation, as determined under Section 403(bX3) of the Code.
In the event that the calculation of the Employer Non-elective Conhiþution referenced
in any of the preceding paragraphs exceeds the applicable Contribution Limit, the
Employer s.ball first make an Employer Non-elective Contribution up to the
Contribution Limit of the Internal Revenue Code and thgn pay any excess amount as
compensation directly to the unit member. In no instance shall the unit member have
, 
qrry rights to, including the ability to receive, any excess amount ps cgmpensation
unless.and until the ContributionLimit o; e In
through payment of the ctiv
Employer,Non-elective the
Revenue Code.
403(þ) Accounts 
-Émployer Non-elective contributions shall be deposited into the
mutually agreed upon 403(b) provider, currently ING Life and Insuiance and Annuity
Comp,any,.in the name of the unit member.
Tier I Adjustments 
- 
Tier I members with membership dates prior to June 17,I971,
Employer Non-elective Contribution hereunder will be reported as non-regular
, 
compensation to the New York State Teachers' Retirement System.
This section shall be subject to IRS regulations and rulings. Should any portion be
declared contrary to þw, then such portion shall not be deemed valid and subsisting,
but all other portions shall continue in full force and effect. As to those portions
declared contrary to law, the Association and Employer shall prg¡nptly meet and alter
those portions in order to provide the same or similar benefit(s) which conform, as
closest as possible, to the original intent of the parties.
This section shall further be subject to the approval of the 403(b) Provider, which shall
review this section solely as a matter of form and as the provider of investment products
designed to meet the requirements of Section 403(b) of the Internal Revenue Code.
E.
aJ
4.
5.
6.
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Upon request, ING Life Insurance and Annuity Company ("ILIAC") agrees to provide
the Employer with ILIAC's standard hold harmless agreement where the Employer has
selected ILIAC as the provider of a03@) accounts for receipt of Employer Non-elective
Contributions.
Both the Employer and unit member are responsible for providing accurate information
to the 403(b) Provider. This information includes both Elective and Employer
.Non-elective Contributions and the amount of the participant's Includible
Compensation.
ARTICLE XIV - RESOU
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Purpose
This is a provision designed to provide small awards of program monies to unit members or groups for
impact upon students attending Canton Central School. The District will commit an amount of money
equal to 50Yo oî Step I on the salary schedule for each contract year. This money is provided to test,
study, develop and implement promising educational approaches,
Objectives
1. To stimulate creative solutions to specific local problems.
2. To support projects that involves combinations of subject areas and educational levels.
3. To encourage fresh approaches to teaching ofregular school subjects that concern the School
District as a whole or a substantial portion of the school population.
Criteria to Fulfill Objectives
The proposed prpject should be designed in terms of its approach to solve a specific
educational need within the Canton Central School District.
4.
2.
3
It should be related to the educational qbjectives as they are set by the Canton Central School
District.
It should be designed to meet specif,rc professional needs of an individual unit member, or
group of unìt members, or it should be designed to meet the special needs of students.
It must clearly state specific needs and outline a plan of action based on valid and workable
objectives.
It must include a progressive plan of action outlining the implementation of the proposed
project.
It must include a specif,rc evaluation tool designed to measure the productivity of the project.
7
5
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7 It must include a cost analysis of all necessary items important to the implementation of the
project.
8 Upon implementation of the project, a written report should be submitted to the Committee
chair by June 1, with the following included:
the original proposal;
the evaluation report;
a statement estimating the impact on the group or groups of students and/or unit
members involved in the project; and
a list of possible avenues of action for coniinuation, expansion, or improvement of the
project.
The Resource and Support Committee may recover any funds from an applicant who deviates'
significantly from the information provided on the"applicatiorì form. If an aþplicant, having received a
grant, wishes to deviate significantly from any of the information provided, the applicant shali seek
prior approval of the Committee.
Elicibiliqv
Any member of the bargaining unit may apply for a Resource and Support Grant for himself/herself or
on behalf of a District or Association-established Committee of which he or bhe is a member.
Method of Applying
The Resource and Support Committee will, during the spring of each year, make official applications
available to bargaining unit members. These applications will be for grants that will be completed
during the school year starting July 1't. If Resource and Support money is available after the spring
application period (i.e. the following fall), any unit member may bubmit an applicàtion for a Resource
and Support grant at any time. ': '
Notifìcation
All applicants will be notified by the Committee chairperson, in writing, whether their applications
have been approved, approved with conditions or disapproved, no later than 30 school days or 65
calendar days (whichever is sooner) after the closing of the spring applicaiion'process or after an
application has been submitted at a time other than the spring application process.
The Committee
At the last'meeting of the school year, the Resource and Support Committee (herein referred to as "the
Committee ") will elect by majority vote a chairperson and an assistant chairperson who will assume
their duties at the close of said meeting.
a.
b.
c.
d.
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The Committee will consist of three appointees of the Association, two appointees of the
Superintendent of Schools and one appointee of the President of the Board of Education. In addition,
two non-voting Association appointees may be Committee members.
The Board President, Association President and the Superintendent of Schools will furnish to each
other in writing the names of their appointees no later than September l5 of each year. If the
chairperson or assistant chairperson is not reappointed to the Committee in September, the Committee
will meet to elect one or both as needed.
The chairperson has the usual administrative responsibilities, but that does not include any decision-
making rights. All official decisions by the Committee are by majority of the total members of the
Committee. This can be done by a vote during a meeting or by telephone or e-mail poll.
Any three Committee members may request a full Committee meeting by written request to the
chairperson and such a meeting shall be held within 10 school days or 15 calendar days (whichever is
sooner) of the receipt of the request. All Committee members will be notified in writing or by e-mail
at least seven calendar days in advance of the date and time of any meetings.
An applicant can appeal a Committee decision by contacting the Superintendent of Schools or the
Association President in writing within 10 school days or 15 calendar days (whichever is sooner) after
notification of the decision by the Committee chairperson. The chairperson will turn over all relevant
information to the fwo parties who will then meet. Only if bothparties agree can a Committee
decisicin be overturned.
ABTrçtE XV.-,SICK
A. Preface
I
The Canton Central Teachers' Association'will develop a sick leáve bank plan which
shall consist solely of donations of sick leave dàys from those aciumulated by members
of the bargaining unit.
CCTA shall be solely and totally responsible for the operation, enforcement, policing of
the bank, and maintenance of all records pertaining to the bank.
a. Bank will be available to all qualified unit members, regardless of whether
members of CCTA or not (CCTA retains right to establish uniform minimal
qualifications for eligibility).
CCTA shall transmit accurate, up-to-date records to the District on a monthly
basis of all sick leave bank activity. CCTA will ìmmediatêly inform the District
of any change in unit members' accumûlâted leave as a result of donations to the
bank.
All donated days must come from current accumulated leaves and a unit
member's accumulated leave will be forever reduced by the number of donated
days (except as provided for in Article VII, Para. C, Personal Leave). Example:
c
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B. Procedure
1
6.
4.
If members of the sick leave bank are required to donate ten (10) days each, said
members will be permitted to accumulate 170 sick days, rather than 180.
d. Leave from the bank will not be available for family illness, nor should it be
made available to an individual who has used the maximum allowable sick leave
for family illne,ss in the year preceding application for leave from the bank.
Current regulations concerning the sick leave bank will be transmitted to the District,
and the CCTA will promptly inform the District of any changes or update in
regulations.
Any dispute concerning operation of the sick leave bank shall be the sole responsibility
of the CCTA, and shall not be subject to the grievance procedure.
Any qualified unit member ¡vishing to join the sick leave pool shall submit the
appropriate application form to the Association Secretary by the second pay period in
September* or within thirty (30) days of being hired.
Any qualified unit member wþo joins the sick leave pool will rsmain a membgr until
such time as s/he notifieç,the Associatior\ Secretary in writing that s/he no longer wishes
to participate in the pool. Any member resigning shall not be able to withdraw any.days
donated to the sick leave bank.
The Association Secretary shall prepare the official list of the unit members in the sick
Ieave pool by the third pây period of the first semester.
Each unit member electing to join the sick leave pool shall donate two (2) days of
accumulated sick leave to the pool each September for two (2) years. Any member of
the S.ick Leave Bank who is granted the use of sick days from the pool, shall, if he/she
borrows four (4) days or more within any one (1) year, re-donate to the Bank two (2)
days of sick leave each September for the next two (2) consecutive years.
2
3
4
5
7
Subsequent to September 30, 1981, if the total number of days remaining in the sick
leave pool falls below 150 days, each member shall have one day deducted from his/her
accumulated sick leave to reimþurse the pool. The Secretary shall notify members
when this happens.
A Review Committee comprised of three members appointed annually by the CCTA
President shall administer the sick leave pool. This committee shall determine
eligibility based on need as indicated by Doctor's w{itten statement: prolonged illness
or a series of illnesses, or some unforeseen emergency. All decisions of this committee
shall be final. The Assóciation Secretary shall be a nonvoting member of the Review
Committee.
Decisions of the Review Committee shall be in writing with rationale for the decision.
Such rationale shall then become part of the criteria for future decisions.
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8.
9
Application for sick leave pool benefits shall be made in writing to the Review
Committee. Whenever possible, application shall be made when the unit member has
five (5) or more sick leave days remaining. The unit member making a request for sick
leave pool benefits shall submit such additional information as the Review Committee
might request as necessary in making its decision.
Any current unit member or new hire not electing to join the bank within thirty (30)
days of eligibility shall not be eligible,again to join until the following September.
10 Members may contribute up to three (3) days more than required in any 365-day period
subjedt to all the conditions of the bank and with no special advantages for the member,
11 When a sick bank member finds that they are almost at a zero (0) sick day balance
(having used contractually allotted days for undocumented personal or family sick
time), the sick bank committee will consider granting said member up to three (3)
additional "undocumented by doctor's medical order" days. As per existing sick bank
guidelines, these days may only be'used for personal illness. Members should apply for
such days under existing guidelines and any additional days will not be credited to the
union member until they have reäched a sick bank balance of zero days. Additionally,
the member may not requélt any additional sick bank days for undocumented personal
illness within one calendai year of being'credited these days.*
*Under' these guidelines, a unit member may still apply for sick days þr " doctor
documented sick time"'ùnder previous guidelines should they reach a zero (0) balance
beþre being credited with additional sick days at ihe beginnirtg of a new school yeqr or
beþre the one year period
The foregoing may be changed by a2l3 vote of the Association membership by written
ballot.
12.
*These application forms may be submitted by the second pay period of January, 1981, and the
bank shall begin operation on February 1, 1981.' However, thereafter,' application will be
accepted only in September or within thiúy (30) days of being hired.
The Association agrees to indemnify and hold the District harmless against any and all
damages, including the costs of legal representation, that are incurred by the District in
connection with any and all claims resulting from the Association's administration of the sick
bank provisions of the Agreement.
ARTICLE XVI. MISCEL
No teacher will be disciplined or dismiòsed without reasonáble cause.
Discipline/Dismissal Procedure for Teaching Assistants and Nurses 
- 
No teaching assistant or
nurse will be disciplined or dismissed without due process. The following procedure will be
used:
A.
B.
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C1. Teaching assistants or nurses will be advised of performance standards to be met in all
areas of responsibility, in writing.
2. Specific suggestions for improvement in deficient areas will be made in writing.
Teaching assistants or nurses will be warned in writing of failure to meet standards.
3. Substantiation, that despite warning, the teaching assistant or nurse has failed to correct
the deficiency (deficiencies) through presentation of relevant and sufficient evidence.
Manasement Rights - Exc.ept as e¡pressly limited by other provisions of this contract, the
parties to this contract agree that all of the authority, rights, and responsibilities possessed by
each party are retained by such respective party.
In-service prgcedu¡eç may only be altered by mutual agreement of the Union and the District.
(This refers to a.specific docur,nent in effect July l, 19S6.)
Substitutes - The Board will hire qualified substitutes whenever posgible.
This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitment betwçen both parties and
may be altered, changed, added to, or modified only through the voluntary consent of both
parties in a written and signed amendment to the Agreement.
Copies of the Agreement shall be printed in the Teacher Handbook and given to all unit
members now employed or hereafter employed by the Board.
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement requiring legislative
action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the additional funds
therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE XVII 
- 
JOIN
In the spirit of continue.d dialogue, intetaction and cooperation between the Canton Central Teachers'
Association and the Canton Central School District, a Joint Action Committçe (JAC) has been
established to address contractual matters brought forward by either party. The JAC shall be
comprised of the President of the. CGTA, and four members designated by the CCTA, the ,
Superintendent of Schools, one member of the Board of Education and three designated District
representatives.
Any term or condition of employment that either party wishes to address during the life of the
Agreement shall be dealt with in the following manner:
The issue shall be p..r"nt.j to the JAC for review. If the matter can be resolved by
the JAC, the written resolution of the matter shall be executed as a Memorandum of
Agreement, as an addendum to the contract.
Should the JAC be unable to reach mutual agreement on the matter in question, the
issue may become part of the package for negotiation of a successor agreement
between the parties.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
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No new items shall be presented to the JAC when negotiations begin, as noted in
Procedures for Negotiation on page 2 of the contract.
ARTTCI,E XVII - DURATION OF AGREF"MENT
Salary increases and health insurance contributions will be applied retroactively to July I,2012
in accordance with Articles III and VIII. All other provisions of this Agreement will be effective upon
ratification by both parties and shall continue in effect through June 30, 2016. Said Agreement can be
modified only through the mutual consent of the Association and the Superintendent of Schools, the
parties to this Agreement.
RATIFICATION
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO ON THIS 
-{ay 
of ,2013
by and between the Superintendent of Schools of the Canton Central District and the Canton Central
Teachers' Association
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APPENDIX A
Memorandum of Understanding
Between
Canton Central School and Canton Teachers'Association
Covering Job-Sharing
"Job-sharíng" shall be defined as two or more unit members sharing a full-time position.
I. Procedure for Seeking Approval
A unit member must submit a request, in writing, by April 1, of the year preceding the school
year job'sharing is to commence, to the.unit member's pr.inoipal, or, in the oasc of a K-12
Special Programs position, to the Special Programs Administrator. This request should outline
in detail the unit member's plan, program, reasons and rationale. Should the job-sharing plan
involve two current unit members, it should be submitted jointly, and reflect any special
arrangements or agreements between the two unit members.
All job-sharing leave affangements should be for a full school year, and must commence in
September. Exceptions to the foregoing may occasionally be made based upon special or
unique circumstances.
II
Sharing Position
A. Positive recommendation of the administrative staff and Superintendent of Schools.
B Availability of qualified substitute to assume remaining portion of the job-shared
position, or, in the case of two current unit members seeking to share a position, a
qualified substitute to assume the remaining full-time position.
C. Impact upon the educational program of the District, and upon the specific program
involved.
D. Tenure Status. Generally speaking, only tenured unit members or nurses with three or
more years of District service will be approved for job-sharing.
The decision of the Board to grant, refuse, or modify a request to create a job-sharing position
shall be final and shall not be subject to the grievance procedure. All else is grievable.
III. Conditions
Full-time unit member(s) who engage in job-sharing may be granted up to three
consecutive one-year leaves of absence from their full-time position(s) in order to be
part of ajob-sharing position.
A.
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Salary and fringe benefits shall be prorated on the basis of the percentage of a full-time
position worked. In no event shall the sum of the pro-rata percentage of salary and
fringes exceed 100%. Determination of specific salary and fringe ratio for each
participant shall be made prior to approval being granted by the Board of Education.
Salary schedule credit shall continue to accrue at the rate ofa step a year.
Health Insurance - Unit members involved in job-sharing arrangement may choose one
of the following options:
C.
1 Health Insurance payment by the District pro-rated in accordance with the
percentage of time worked by each job-share partner.
Buyout by the District pro.rated in accordance with the percentage of time
worked by each job-share partner.
One party becomes eligible for 100% insurance payment by the District upon
request sigired by both parties. No insurance payments are made by the District
for the other party and neither party is eligible for a buyout.
D. Specifics of Frinee Beirefits
Health Insurance - The District will pay the sam'e percentage of the cost of
health insurance as the percentage of salary being paid for the period ofjob-
sharing. In order to retáin'coveragè, unit members'involíed must make
satisfactory anangements to pay the remaining portion of the piemium. If one
of the job-share partners declines health insurance ôoverage, the District will pay
up to 100% of the cost of health insurance for the other partner upon receipt of a
request signed by both partners.
) Le'aves - Unit merhbers involved in job-sharing shall be entitléd to the same
number of the various leave days. Upon return to a full-time position, however,
the unit member's cumulative sick leave shall be credited on a proportional basis
for unused days during the job-sharing period.
Tenure Status and Seniority - The tenure Status ofjob-sharing unit members
shall rèmain undisturbed. Beginning 7lll92, a job-sharing unit member will
accrue seniority on a pro-rata basis, equal to the percèntage of a full+ime
position worked.
Substitutes - Substitutes hired in conjunction with a job-shdring anangement
shall be considored long-1srm substitutes. They shall have no employment
rights other than those ordinarily granted to long-term substitutes by contract,
agreement, or policy, except that they shall be granted sick and personal leave
time on apro-ratabasis equal to the percentage of a full-time position worked.
Such leave time shall not accrue from one year to the next, regardless of the
2.
J
J
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duration of any job-share arrangement. They shall be represented by the union
similar to all other long-term substitutes and pursuant to the attached document.
IV. Miscellaneous
A.
C.
D
B
Duration - Each approved job-sharing arrangement shall be for a one-year period.
Application for an additional one-year period shall be, made in the same manner as for
the original request, as set forth in section I, Procedure for seeking Approval.
Unit members requesting to continue to job-share beyond a three-year period shall be
considered to be voluntarily requesting reduction to less.than full-time status. The
unfilled portion of their full-time position, or the full-time position resulting from a job-
sharing anangement between two former full+þe unit members, shall be considered
vacant and no longer encumbered.
In such an instance, the job-sharing arrangement shall,be ,cpnsidered permanent, and
annual request for approval shall no longer be r,equiqed. In the event it becomes
necessary for the Diqtrict to alter or terminate a pêrmanent job-sharing affangement, the
unit member(s) involved shall have those rights statutorily reserved to a unit member
who voluntarily assumes a less than full-time position.
No job-sharing member may be diçciplined, repri¡nanded or dismissed without just
cause at any time during the term of the annual appointment. Any member who takes
this position without a leave of absgnce shall be guaranteed the f,rrst full+ime opening
for which they are certified if they notify the Superintendent in writing of their desire to
return to a full-time position. 
,
If a position reduction or elimination were to result in the lay,off or reduction of time of
a unit member in the same tenure area as the job-sharing position, then the following
must occur before any regularly employed (non.substitute) unit member is reduced in
position or laid off.
All job-sharing positions must be eliminated.
unit members in the jgb-sharing position must accept a layoff, resign, or - if on
leave of absence - must return tó ìfreir full-time positio4 upon expiration of their
leave.
Limitations of Agreement - Nothing contained herein shall in any way be construed as
pertaining to or impacting upon contractual language dealing with other leaves of
absence, or upon other arrgngements, agreements, procedures, or policies covering other
less than full-time employment situations, or upon terms and conditions of employment
of any unit member or substitute not 'involved in job-sharing.
I
2
E.
4l
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Any job-sharing positions created by the District or becoming vacant must be posted
and written notification of thc opening and requirements must be sent to the Union
President at least 60 days prior to appointments being made.
G. All unit member applicants muSt be interviewed for any such position.
' 1lf ¡l I'
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APPENDIX B
Agreement between the
Canton Teachers' Association
Representing the
Canton Centrat Sum
and the
Superintendent of Schools
ARTICLE I - EMPLOYMENT
First opportunity for summer school employment will be given to members of the bargaining unit,
provided members of the unit desiring to work in summer school notify the District of their intentions
by May 1.
ARTICLE II. SALARIES
STEP 2012-16
1 4548
4 5804
7 7r98
ARTICLE III - LEAVES
A. Sick Leave
Summer School unit members shall be allowed two (2) sick days cumulative to five (5),
provided that accumulated days shall be lost if a unit member is separated from summer school
employment for more than two (2) consecutive years.
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B Personal Leave
Summer School unit members shall be entitled to one (l) day of personal leave, provided that
the request is in writing ahead of time to the Superintendent, except in emergency. Personal
leave shall be noncumulative.
ARTICLE IV - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The terms of this Agreement shall be subject to the grievance prooedure as contained in the Agreement
between thç.Canton Teachors' Association and the Superintendent.
I ii
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APPENDIX C
Sample Performance Indicators for f{YS Professional
Development Criteria
1. Content knowledge of subject matter and curriculum.
Teacher or teaching assistant has command of content area and uses expertise to expand
student opportunities for learning
Teacher or teaching assistant can demonstrate how content area is organized and is
connected to other disciplines
Teacher or teaching assistant implements lessons which link student's prior knowledge to
new ideas and/or provides effective.anticipatory set ' ,¡ ,
Teacher or teaching assistant implements lessons which are clearly linked to New York
State Standards and performance indicators
2. Preparation employing necessary pedagogical practices to support instruction.
o Teacher or teaching assistant prepares lessons which reflect a strong understanding of the
content
. Teacher or teaching assistant encourages student responsibility in the classroom
o Teacher or teaching assistant demonstrates skill with the use of visual as well as verbal
methods of communicating information and understanding
. Teacher or teaching assistant designs tasks which are appropriate to content and student
understanding
3. Instructional delivery that results in student active involvement and meaningful lesson
plans that result in student learning.
Teacher or teaching assistant prepares lessons which require students to develop questions
and ideas
Teacher or teaching assistant assigns tasks which require students to discover and evaluate
patterns and relationships in information, ideas and structures
a
a
a
a
4.
a
a
a
a
Teacher or teaching assistant uses collaborative pairs and/or cooperative learning
appropriately and skillfully
Classroom management supportive of diverse student learning needs which creates a
supportive learning environment.
Teacher or teaching assistant identifies students' prior experiences, learning styles, strength
and needs when designing and implementing a lesson plan
Teacher or teaching assistant provides opportunity for guided and independent practicea
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Teacher or teaching assistant selects alternative teaching strategies, materials and
technology to achieve multiple instructional purposes (e.g. lecturing, modeling,
questioning, experimental learning, role playing, Socratic seminar, project babed learning)
Teacher or teaching assistant interacts with students in a professional and courteous manner
Knowledge of student development and appreciation of the diversity and regular
application of developmentally appropriate instructional strategies.
5.
7
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
Teacher or teaching assistant creates lessons and activities that recognize individual needs
of diverse learners and variation in learning styles and performance
Teacher or teaching assistant identifÏes students with possible special needs and refers them
to appropriate resource
Teacher or teaching assistant differentiates instruction and assignment appropriately to
accommodate different levels as well as styles of learning among students
Teacher or teaching assistant implements IEP goals for identified students
Collaborative relationships that are effective with students, parents or caregivers and
support personnel.
. Teacher or teaching assistant offers appropriate encouragement to students
. Teacher or teaching assistant handles confidential information and difficult situations
ethically and with discretion
. Teacher or teaching assistant conveys expectations to parents/guardians ofshared
responsibilities in the learning process
Reflective and responsive practice that demonstrates that adjustments are made on a
continuing basis to improve effectiveness of instruction and assessment.
Teacher or teaching assistant collaborates with colleagues in order to obtain feedback on
instructional practice
6. Student Assessment Techniques based on appropriate learnÍng standards.
Teacher or teaching assistant uses various ongoing assessment to monitor the effectiveness
of instruction
Teacher or teaching assistant aligns assessment with standards, key ideas and/or
performance indicators of NYS standards and school curriculum
Teacher or teaching assistant applies a variety of formal and informal assessment
techniques (e.g. observations, portfolios of student work, teacher or teaching assistant-made
tests, performance tasks, projects, student self-assessments, standardized.iests) to monitor
student progress
Teacher or teaching assistant maintains useful records of student work and performance and
shares the information with the student
a
a
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Appendix C 
- 
continued
Teacher or teaching assistant invites review of lesson plans for professional growth
purposes
Teacher or teaching assistant clearly identifies areas for improvement and develops a plan
to achieve goal
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APPENDIX E
IVIEMORAN DUM OF AGREËMENT
Goncerning provlston of $upervlsory servlces at; Atlrletlc Events
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.-,
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Interscholastic Athletic Events
Supervisory Payment Schedule
sY 06-07
Event RateRef.
Line
No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
11
l2
l3
t4
15
I6
17,
18
t9
20
zl
Sport
Boys'Varsity Soccer
Boys'JV Soccer
Girls' Varsity Soccer
Girls' JV Soccer
Varsity Football
JV Football
Girls' Varsity Volleyball
Girls' JV Volleyball
Boys' Varsity Basketball
Boys' JV Basketball
Girls: Varsity Basketball
Girls' JV Basketball
Boys' Ice Hockey
Girls' Ice Hockey
Wrestling
.i i .Boys' Varsity Lacrosse
Boys' fV,Lacrosse
Varsity Baseball
JV Baseball
'' varsity softball
JV Softball
$30.00
$30.00
$27.50
$27.s0
$35.00
$30.00
$17.50
$17.s0
$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$20.00
$3s.00
$30.00
$30.00
$3s.00
$30.00
$32.s0
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
No Special Coverage
Cross Country .
Swimming
Indoor Track
Outdoor Track
Golf
Girls'Lacrosse
Modified Sportsr
*No supervisory.coverage is currently providedþr Modified Sports. However, this issue may be
readdressèd by the parties in the future,
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APPENDIX F
HEALTHPLANBRIDERS5&6
St. Lawrence-Lewis Counties School District Employees Medical Plan Addendum to the Plan
Document and Summary Plan Description
Rider 5
The Prescription Drug Benefits noted on pages 23 and 39 will be changed to reflect the following:*
Retail Pharmacy (3O-day supply only):
The covered person pays: $10 per generic prescription
The covered person pays: $20 per preferred brand name prescription
The covered person pays: $30 per non-preferred brand name prescription
Mail-Order Pharmacy (90-day supply) (Maintenance Drugs Only):
The covered person pays: $10 per,generic prescription
The covered person pays: $20 per prefered brand name prescription
The covered person pays: $30 por non-preferred brand nuf¡ nl.r"ription
These co-payments are capped for the base twelve-month period atlthe following annual limits:
$300 for an individual enrollment; $600 for a two-person enfollment; and, $900 for a family
enrollment. 
:
The designation of whether a prescription drug is preferred or non-prefened wi,ll be made by
the Plan's Prescription Benefit Manáger (cunently ProAct). This liSting frill be distributed at
least once each Plan Year. Changes to the designation will only be màde four times each Plan
Year by the Prescription Benefit Manager, and will not be subject to thé direction of the Plan
Administration, Board of Directors, or Consultant. Should the Plan's Piescription Benefit
Manager be changed in the future, any new formulary will reflect tier designations that are
equivalent or more favorable as an erltire'list to the employees, and all,conditions of this clause
will be binding.
The prescription drug co-payments and caps will be indexed and subject to change in the
following manner: prescription drug co-payments and annual co-payment limits will increase
in whole dollar amounts (e.g., $1 IlS22l$.33 and $330/$660/$990, followed by SI2/S2al$36 and
5360157201$1,080) every time the annual cumulative per capita prescription drug costs of the
Rider 5 covered persons increase by I0% over the base period per capita costs (the first'twelve
months of Rider 5 participation).
Prescription costs for Rider 5 participants will be totaled at the end of each month for the
immediately preceding twelve-month period and divided by the number of Rider 5 persons;
said per capita amount must be.at least l0% higher than the base period amount for the'initial
increase in co-pays and caps to occur, then2}Yo higher than the base period amount for the
second increase to occur, etc.
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*As of May 15,2013 the rates were as follows:
Retail Pharmacy (30-day supply only):
The covered person pays: $13 per generic prescription
The covered person pays: $26 per preferred brand prescription
The covered person pays: $39 per non-prefened brand name prescription
Mail-Order Phaqmacy (90-day supply only):
The covered person pays: $13 per generic prescription
The covered person pays: $2Ç per preferred brand prescription
The covered person pays: $39 per non-preferred brand name prescription
These co-payments are càpped for the base twelve- month period at the following
annual limits: $390 for an individual enrollment; $780 for a two-person enrollment;
and $1170 for a family enrollment.
St. Lawrence-Lewis Counties School District Employees Medical Plan Addendum to the Plan
Document and Summary Plan Description
Rider 6
The Co-Pa¡irnents for the Medical Benefits noteil on Pages 18 through 25 wi I be changed to reflect the
following:
All $10'co-payments réfe¡red to in the Benefit Summary Section will be changed to $15 with
the èxception of'the Hospital Outpatient and Ambulatory Surgery Center Co-Payments which
will be changed to $20.
All $75 facility co-payments referred to in the Benefit Summary S."tion *itl be changed to
$100.
The $50 Emergency Room co-payment referred to the Benefit Summary will be changed to
$7s.
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ÆPENDU-G
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
behyeen the
CANTON CENTRAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
and the
CANTON CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Regrirding Annual profpsqionar performance Review
The provisions of this Mernotañdtrm of Agrcement shall be in effect upon ratificatio' qf the AgreeÅent, in itsentirety, by the Board of Eclucation of the-Canton centor i.l-t-oJbiori", un¿ tn" À.Àú.rship of the cantonTeachers' Association.
Il. Ðefinition of Coverecl Teachers
For the 2012'13 school year and beyond tltese revisions will apply to all covered teachers,
a2.
The Distfict shall provide accutate data to the State Education Department (the ,,sED',) i' a format and
e
requiled data, overseeing changes in ancl maintenance
the accuracy of the data. The Data coorcrinator srrail h
required. The Data Coorclinator nray not be a nrembel
Association,
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3, Renor.tinsJndÍvidu¡lsubcolnporentScores
ln cootdinatio¡t rvith adrninisttatots, the Data Coorclinator shall be lesponsible for r.eporting to the SED the
ittdividual subcomponent scores and the total composite effectivenes, ,ror. for each covered teacher in the
Díst|ict,andshall dosoinaforlnatatr<l timelinepresclibedbytheComnrissioner, Coveredteacherswillbe
notified and affolcled the opportunity to review the finat clata attributed to them no later than ten (10) calenclar
days after the coveted teacher's data becotnes available. Coverecl teachers will be given fifteen (ìs) calencfar
days fi'om the notification to complete t'evielv before it is sent to the SED. Notification and teacher. respouse
shall take place tlrrough school clistr.ict e-mail.
4.
In cootdination with administrators, the Data Coordlnator shall be responsible for overseeing the assessment
developnrent, sectlrity, and scoring processes utilizecl by the District and shall take steps to ensure that any
assessments and/ot measnres t¡sed to evaluate teachers ate not disseminated to students before administr.at¡on,
and that teachers and principals/instructional administrators clo not lrave a vested interest in the outlome of the
assessments they score,
Lo cct I As se ssnten I De I er m ín a ll on
Local assessments will be selected by the grade level and/or subject area teachers who teach each course,
working with the pLincipals/instnrctional administrators to ensule comparabillty, valíditl, rigor, degree to which
the ãssessment can be alignecl to State standards, arid degree to which ih" urrrrrrir"nqs¡:matîn 
"toriroo,¡instmction, Lobal assessments will be submitted to the superintendenf no later than s;il;"rJ;:-'
The principauinsiructional ad¡ninistratot will provide the superíntendent with the agreed upon local assessrnentplan for all subject areas/gmde levels located within the sohool.
If no acceptable outcome can be agree d upon by the principal/instructional administrators and teachers, a
conimittee will be fotmecl to make re.omlnendátions for revisions necessary for final approval, The
committee's recommendation must be submitted to the stçerintendent no later than october 1. The review
comttrittee should be comprised of a deparlment chair (if applicable), teaoher(s), principäÍ, superintendent,s
<tesignee, and a uuion delegate.
Final approval of the assessrnent system mr¡st come from the superintendent in the form of official certificationto the state' Teaohers will be notified of assegsment approval by the superintendent within five (5) school daysof determination,
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TIte local assessment score of eaclt stuclent will include multiple lneasur.es and a teacher,s fïnal points for. thatcoLr¡'se or gracfe will be the avet'age of these local assessment scores. Each teacher,s local assessment scorelvill be converted to a I -4 rating using a rnethocl mutually u-g,"ã-upon betwee' t¡e Distr.ict and theAssociation, This score rvi[ be rhe HEDI r.ating. rhe Ftppl-ruiiig caregories are: :
Locql Assessment Point Distrìltutìon
I .0- 1.4
1.5-2,4
2,5-3,4
3.5-4,0
Ineffective
Developing
Effective
Highly Effective
nt score using the cha A(or to a 15
an apptoved valuê-ad r stuclent srowth
rted sco¡e will be the for the ..iäcal
If a student Learning objective (sl-o) is utilized for a local assessment, scor.e conversion shall.be mutuallyagteed upon.
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5. Dettils of the District's Evaluntion Svstcm - r'Other 60 points"
Teachers'perfonnance rvill l¡e assessed using multiple measures grounded in the New york State Teaching
Stanclards. The Danielson Rubric (201I revised) will [¡e used to aisess teachel.s' professional practice.
Evidence for evaluations rnay include the follor,ving:
Formal classroonr observations
Walk-through observations
Teacher self-evalt¡ation
Teacher created nlalerials
Student management systems
Vy'ritten cornmunications
Goal rneeting(s) rvith principal
Professional development
Participation at faculty, gracle level, depadment, and committee meetings,
The. r'e sponsibility for gathering evidence of teachers' performance is sharecl by the aclministration and teachers.
Both tnust demonshate a commitnrent to ploviding a complete and Rccurate pitture of a teacher's proiessional
performanco,
Per the Collective Bargaining
three (3) tímes per year, The
peliod classroom observation
Probationaty teachers must re
observations will be of no less than five (5) and no mo
cach observation will be used in the ..Otlter 60 points',
this does not preclude the administrator from conducting more formal or walk-through obse¡ations,
Tsnured teachers will receive a formaf classroom obseriatíon based upon tho previois year'* ranking a,follorvs.'
Highly Effectlve
Dfleclive
Developing
Inefiective or
Seco nd Co nse cu t ive Dev e lop i ng
one (l) every Íht.ee (3) years
one (l) evety fhree (3) years
hvo (2) per year
three (3) per year
In addition' administratots will conduct a minimum of two (2) walk.through obser.vations of no less lhan five(5) and no n¡ore than fifteen (15
feceives a formnl classroom obs
least one walk-tluough observat
from both the formal and informal obse¡vations lvill 6e
surnmalive evaluatiou. Holvever, this does not prectud
walk-thr,ough observations,
Ft¡tther evidence fot the "other 60^Points" subcornponent of the summatíve evaluation wi¡ be gathe¡e¿tluoughout the year via a vnriety of other r"rour..r, It is understoo¿ tnàt uien"t 
"t "oíuriii*rîîili..t¡u, o,.
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highly effectíve rating r.vithout addressing every sub"cornponent thr.oughout the eyaluation process.
teacher lvill follow the state-detel.nlined gool
ill adhe¡e to the rules and procedures outlined
the SLO process will do so in cqllaboration
I applove SLOs and will be responsible for assigning a
Os,
Evidence for each teacher will be systematically organized.using iobse
iobservation then Teachscape or negotiated format includíng forrns for tions, formal
obse'vations, and surnnrative evaluations.) Each teacher w.ill receive a the I -4 rubric
Lating scale, This score is convelted to a HEDI rating. The HEDI rating categories are:
The following weightecl system wìll be used to derive the FÍEDI rating:
L0-1.4
1,5-2.4
2.5-3,4
3.5-4.0
I)omain Percentnge
and Pedagogy
Demonstrating
Knowledge of Students
Setting Instructional
Outcomes
Demonstrating
Knowledge of Resources
Designing Coherent
Instruction
Designing Srudent
a
a
a
O
a
a
Knqwlcdge Formal Classroom Observation
Walk-Tluough Observations
TeaQhet.C¡eated Materials
Teacher
Donrnin 2: Tl¡e
Clnssroom
Enyironlnent
Environment ofReòpect
and Rapport
. Establíshing a Culture
for Leaming
. Managing- Classroom
Procedures
Olganizing Physical
Space
Cornmunicating rvith
Students
a Managing
Behavior
a
a
Student
r Creating an
TeaÒher'Created Materials .
CFolmal lassroorn Observation
tk-Wa ObseryationsThrough
2So/o
s9
Domain 3t
Instruction
. Using Questiorring and
Discussion Techniques
r Engaging Students in
Learning
. UsÍng Assessnrent in
Instruction
¡ Dernonstrating
Flexibility and
Responsiveness
Self-
Formal Classrooln Observation
lValk-Through Observations
Teachel'-Created Materials
4s%
Dornain 4¡
Professional
Responsibilitles
¡ Reflecting on Teaching
. Maintaining Accutate
Recorcls
o Cornmunicating with
Farnilies
. Palticipating in a
Professional Community
. Growing and
Developing
Professionally
r Showing
Professionalisnr
Teacher
Goal Meeting(s) with Principal
Teacher.Created Materials
Student Management Systenr
Professional Development
Participation at faculty, gracle level,
deparlment, ancl committee
meetings
ts%
The weiglrted avelage of the four domain proficiency scores will result in a single nurnber that can be translatedinto the following final scale:
a). Highly Effective 3,5-4,0
b). Effective 2.5-3.4
o), DevelopinC 1.5-2,4
' d). Ineffective 1.0-1,4
The final score lvill then be convefied to a 60 point soore using the chart in Appendix Q. rh¡, converted scorewill be the teacher's sco'e for the "other measures" portion ofìhe Appi.
Teacher self-evaluatiott, reflection,.and goal-setting are important colnponents of the AppR process. By
october I of each school year, teachers will compt"te a seti-evaluation in iolrr.ruution 1o^:oiÀ.r,¡-uponcornpletion of the self-evaluation, each teacher wirr rneet witl.t tlle pr:inrþ"i,
nt snrnmative evaluation
w the evidence gathered
and to arrive at the
points), This score will be combined with the
(or other comparable measures) arrd the
cornposite score, 
achievement to arrive at the reacher's overalr
60
6.
ProfesslonalDevelopnenl 
. 
' ' 
,
Ïle district will support each teaclrcr's developmentand tinsrue that all ind.ividuals,receive appropr.iate professional
development, EveÍyone within the system should focus on the goaì oirn'J"nt u.rrievøn€nr (as per AppR
rcgulations)' The district will iclenti9 in a timely rnanner standzu'd areæ thstneed impr.ovement and wi¡ provide
opportunilies for growth, 
ì
I
6l
Teqchers' Grov,lh ancl Goctlselting PIan Description and Fornt
Cornpleted by all teachers on or before September 30 annually
Goals are tied to Nelv York state standards and/or adoptecl r.ubrics
Intencled to help all teachers grow professionally
Not to be used as a disciplinary tool or to gather evidence to discipline a teacher
shoulcl be developed in sollabolation rvith appropriate administrator(s)
May be individual or group plan or cornbination
Staff Member(s)
School
a
a
O
a
a
a
Date Yearl234
A) List the talget goal(s) of the teachers' grorvth plan.
B) State the specific objectives for goals/growth.
C) Planforattaininggoals/grorvth(activities/timelines).
D) Indicators of attainment of goals/growth.
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7,
To the extent that a teacher rvishcs to issue an appeal, the follorving appeals pr.ocedure is establisherl,
I. Appeals rvill be límited to the follorvirrg situations:
hree-year probationar,y appoinrment rnay appeal only an
composite rating; .
gener.ated as the result
ion II, e, below.
II, The scope of any appeal will be lirnited to the following subjects:
a' The substance of the individttal's annual professional per.formance review;b' The District's adherencç to the standardr;".t ;;ìhJ"iãäì"ii.q"¡rra for such reviews, pursunntto Education Law 3012-c;
IIl' A teacher may not file multiple appeab ree.ardjls the same performance ,euì"w'åi teacher,impr.ovementplan' All grounds for apþeal musì'be raiseã witrirpr"in.ityîlñil;"r appear. Any grounds not raisedat the time theappeal is filed shall be deemed waivid. ' J'^v Bvfwq ' ^t¿J' Ë'ruurrsü' ,r,, ,,: :
. r'r¡r. ;,..,ry' ' In an appeal, the teacher has the burden of dernon itrating a light tq the relief requested and the rburden of, ."establishing tþe facts upo¡ which petitloner sêeks r iei." 
r ; . . .. ..
v' The follow-ing timelines will be.strictly adhered to unless,extended by mutual agreement. Failure of thepetitioner to meet a timeline will nulliiv 0.. opp.ãrjruiñ"" àîiìãr.r;ondenr to meet a rirnelinerwillnllow moyelnent of lhc appeal to the nóxt level.
Level I 
-Evalnator
(Informal) Follorving a qrralifyhrg event, rs defined in Sections I arrd II, above, the teacher shall beencouraged and shall be entitled to schedule a follow up ru€eting t"l"ià',,*"rry ¿iscuss with theevaluator any ancl all related issues.
to in writing no later than ays ofI a onal performance revie
on nprovement plan, lhe aol ce or of lhe timo whe¡l oÍplernentatlon breach ofsuch plan.
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When filing an appeal, the teacher must subrnit a detailed rvritten description of the specific glouncls for
the appeal as well as the performance revierv and/or improvement plen being challenied. eläng r.vith the
appeal, all suppo|ting dooumentatíon must be submiffeà, or specifically noted if pendhg. Any iro,.rncls
fr appeal ol any supporting docutnentatior/infotmation not iubmitteior noted ät the time thã appeal isfiled shall not be considered,
, the evaluator responsible for the isstre(s) being
the appeal. Along with the response, all suppor.ting
ted if pending, as well as any additional documents
ng documentation/ information not sublnitted or.¡rotecl
erecl in tbe deliberations related to the resolution of
tlre appeal. The teaclter initiating the appeal, and the Teachers'Association president, shall receive
copies of the lesponse and any ancl all additional information submifted lvith the..rponru.
Lev el 2 
- 
S uperintendent
Within fivc (5) school days of receipt of the Level I response, if a teacher is uot satisfìed lvith such
rcsponse the teacher must submit the appeal to the Superintendent of Schools, or the Super.intendent's
designee. (If the Sup.e¡intendent was the evaluator at Level l, this Level 2 appeal must io to theSttperintendent's designee.) The Superintendent or designee will be provided all documentafion
submitted in both the appeal and the evaluator's response.
teacher's appeal, the Superintendent or designee will condr¡ct
tative at the option ofthe teacher) and the evãluator (aud
will be allowed to pleserìt oral arguments in support of the
with¡a ñve (5) school days of the Superintendent hearíng, the Superintendent or designee will issue a
r¡nitten determination to the teacher, ihe Teachers' Association piesident, and the evihrator.
Level 3 
- 
Panel
Within five (si sóhool days of receipt of the Level 2 determination, if a teacher is not satisfied ivith suchdetermination and if the Teathers' Àssociation deems.the opp.ot .oiiorious, ttre Association must
et
fe
lu
onyÍnity of the panel lnembers lvill be protected ro
on's appeal, the panel willjointly conduct a paper
written reco¡nlnendation fo¡ resolution to thã
nt ofSchools or designee, The recomnrendatlon
re remedy sought, or to sustain the 4ppeal and
ion, as well as clissenting opinions, iiàny, will
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VI.
VII,
VIII.
'Upo,, ratificcttiott of this cppeols procedure
parly will designate at letsl one and nol mor 
se
to
hich a t
elìsls nt
will be
Level 4 
- 
Supetintendent
Within five (5) school clays of receipt of the Level 3 recommendation for resolution, the Superi'tenclent
of Schools or designee r'vill give due consideratiolr t r the panel's recornrnendation altd will issue a final
he Teacher.s, Association, and to the panel members.
such clecision will set forth the rcasoirs and factual
¡rounds raised in the appeal. If the appeal is
ide or rnodify a rating or'imptoue.eniplan or orcler
a new evaluation or improvement plan if pr.ocedures have been îíplated.
The entire appeals record wilt be part of the teacher's AppR.
This appeals procedure constitutes the exclusive means for
all appäls *itt in the scope of Sections I and II, above. A any and
contractual grievance proceclure foL the resolution ofthese
, 
P¡vvvr.ulç rur lrrç IESÍ zedbytaw.
Nothingìn this appeals procedure lvill restrict the right of the
proceecl in accordance with otherr.vise standard pra"tice, e.g.,
denial/grynting of tenure, while an appeal is pending;
8.
a) The "lead evaltlatcit"' is the administrator who is primalily responsible for a teacher,s AppR compositelating. Th'e teün "evaltlator" shall include any aåministrator lvho'condúcts an obse.atio; ;; - -"r -'
evaluation of a teacher.
disttict or the obligation of the teacher to
implementation of an irnprovçment plan or.
b)
d)
c)
All evaluators shall strccessfully complete a training coul'se that meets the mini¡nurn requirements
prescribed by the lalv and shall inclucle application and use of,teacherpractice rubrics selected for useby the parties in evaluations.
To be cleerned a district certifiecl lead evaluator one must successfully complete a training course
meeting the minirnurn requirernents plescr,ibecl in the law and regulations.
Nothing hereitt shall be constt'ttecl to prohibit an evaluatol who is proper.ly certifiecl by t¡e State as a
school administrator fi'om conclucting classroorn observations or school visits as part of an annualprofessional performance I'evierv trndeL Chaptef 103 prior to cornpletion of the truining required by
said chapter of the regulatiorts thereuncler, as long as such training is successfully completecl prior tò
completion of the annr¡al professional perfor.rnance revierv.
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9. Holtl Harmless Pr.ovision
The Regulations of the NYS Commissioner of Erlucation state: tenured letchers tnd prìrrcípnls
wíth n pnllern of ine/leclìve leoching or perþr,rtililce, definett by lørv rts ltvo consecnlive onttual
"ìneffectivc" rrtlìttgs, moy be c.harged wìth încontpetence nntl consídere¿/or terminatiott l¡rorrylt
ut experlíted hecring process,
Therefore, the parties agtee to a "holcl hat'mless" provision for APPR to enable all teachers and district
administrators to learn fiom their individual experiences, and make necessary moclifications for a fai¡.
and valid system. For the 2Ol2-13 schoolyear all classroom teacherc who,have an Ineffective overall
APPR rating will be helcl hat'rnless fol the 2Ol2-13 school year only. The phrase ,,hold harmless,,
shall mean that the District shall not use an Ineffective rating as a lneans for an expedited hear,ing
process or as eviclence in a hearing process. A teacher receiving an Ineffective rating is still subject to
a TIP,
l0
Unless specifically tevised'or modified by this Memorandun of Agreement, nothing herein shall be
construed to abrogate any provisions of the parties' collective balgaining agteement-.
A. Gregoly
Dated this 3'd clay of Octobey2012
Superintendent of Schools
Central School District
Ames
Dated this 3rd day of October,Z}l2
Co-President
Canton Central Teâchers, Association
Tirnothy L,
Datecl this 3'd day of October,2012
Co-President
Canton Central Association
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APPR APPENDIX A
HEDI RATING 2Û"/ILOCAL MEASURES
' Cntegory Colryerslon fol.Locnl
As$cssnrelit Scor,c
Incffsctlye
t 0
I,I 1
1,2 I
t.3 2
't.4 2
1.5 3
1,6 4
1,7 5
1,8 5
l,g 6
2 6
2.1
2,2 7
2,3 I
2.4 8
2,5
2,6 t0
2,7 1l
2,8 l2
2.9
3 l4
3,1 t5
3,2 t6
3,3 tl
3,4 l'1
3.5 t8
3.6 t8
3.7 l9
3,9 l9
3,9 20
4 20
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APPR APPENDIX B
HEDI RATING 15% LOCAL MEASURES
Catogoly Conversion for Locnl
Assessment Score
Ineffective
I 0
1.1 I
t,2 I
1.3 2
1,4 2
Develo
1.5 3
1.6 3
t.7 4
1.8 4
1.9 5
2 5
2,1 6
2.2 6
2.3 7
2,4
2,5
2.6 I
2,7 I
2,8 t0
2,9 10
3 II
3.1 il
3,2 12
3,3 r3
3.4
E
3,5 t4
3.6 l4
3,7 1 t4
3,9 ls
3,9 t5
4 ls
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APPR APPENDIX C
CONVERSION SCORING CHART FOR DA¡IICISON RUBRIC TO 6O-POINT HEDI SCALE
TotnlAyoro lìubrlc Cntocorv CoIr.orslon scorc for, osltc
flvo 0-49
1.000 0
I t? 2
3
1.03 4
1.042 5
r.050 6
7
I I
I
t0
I il
I t2
13
I,l l5 l4
1.t23 l5
I t3i t6
138 l'l
t46 l8
l9
.t62 20
2l
t.t7? 22
1.t85 23
24
2s
r.208 26
t.2t? 21
,225 28'
1,233 29
1.242 30
250 3t
1.258 32
33
1,275 34
1.283 35
,292 36
I r0û
I Ì08 38
t.l r7 19
1.325 40
t,333 4T
1.3,12 ,12
1,150 43
58 4,1
7l
1.367 45
461.375
¡.383 47
48t.392
1.400 49
Dcvelonlne 50-56
t.5 50
5t1.6
5lt.7
t.8 s2
1.9 53
542
2,t s4
2.2 55
562.3
s62.4
Effectlve 57-58
2.5 57
572.6
572.7
582,8
2.9 58
583
3.1 58
3.2 58
583.3
583,4
Hlehlv Effective 59-60
3.5 59
593.6
603.1
3.8 60
3.9 60
4 60
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